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Autonomous shipping
heads towards One Sea
Joined up thinking on technology standards and shipping rules critical
if autonomous shipping is to prove seaworthy, says Päivi Haikkola,
One Sea Ecosystem Lead.

A

series of vessel trials in
Finnish waters at the turn
of the year highlighted
significant progress from
some of the industry’s leading ship
technology companies in converting
abstract ideas on autonomous shipping into commercial reality.
Though very public, events on the
water involved proprietorial technologies, with Wärtsilä, ABB and
Rolls-Royce demonstrating remote
ship control and autonomous operations without any human intervention at all. Each offered alternatives in
positioning solutions for navigation
and sensor-based technologies for
manoeuvring at close quarters.
While manufacturer-specific, the
ground-breaking trials uniformly
involved members of One Sea, the
‘Ecosystem for Autonomous Marine
Transport’ aiming to help realise
the true efficiency, safety and sustainability gains available to the connected and digitalised maritime
traffic.
Founded in 2016 and led by innovation accelerator DIMECC (Digital,
Internet, Materials & Engineering
Co-Creation), One Sea cooperates
with marine technology and ICT pioneers and owners, ports, safety
organisations (including EMSA),
class societies and academics. The

consortium was recently joined by
Shipbrokers Finland, representing
over 40 companies.
One Sea is backed by the Finnish
Funding Agency for Innovation,
Business Finland, which funded
earlier Advanced Autonomous
Waterborne Applications (AAWA)
research and has funded pre-competitive maritime research within
DIMECC programs since 2008.
However, consortium activities have
repercussions far beyond national
borders. Finnish legislators have
authorised the DIMECC-managed
Jaakonmeri Test Area off Finland’s
west coast as the world’s first zone
open for all to test autonomous
maritime traffic, vessels, or related
technologies.
As part of the joined-up thinking,
the Finnish Act on Ships’ Crews and
the Safety Management of Ships
allows minimum manning and
watch-keeping exemptions for testing
purposes.
Two significant hurdles must be
crossed if the true potential for
autonomous ship technology are
to be realised on a global level,
according to Päivi Haikkola,
DIMECC Ecosystem Lead for One
Sea. Both concern standardisation,
suggesting that any champion of
the autonomous ship must count
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commercial neutrality among its
attributes, she says.
“The One Sea ecosystem envisages
autonomous maritime transport by
2025, and there is strong momentum
for greater connectivity ship to shore
and digitalisation; but no single
organisation can reap the full benefits. It is in everybody’s interest that
different systems can talk to each
other and that ship owners are free to
choose their technology providers,
for example. We believe that both can
be achieved by standardising interfaces; this is something that needs the
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continued from page 1
buy-in of the companies providing the
products.”
Standardisation for the maritime industry so that autonomous ships can cross
international waters also demands a regulatory framework to support buy-in from
owners, and this can only be enabled
through the International Maritime
Organization, adds Ms Haikkola.
Finland’s IMO delegation has sought to
crystallise thinking at shipping’s global
regulator, suggesting areas for focus back
in 2015, before coordinating a number of
flag states in a joint paper on vessel autonomy for the June 2017 Maritime Safety
Committee (MSC).
“Getting the international regulations in
place is crucial for the business case, so we
are very much following the process at
IMO and also participating through the
flag states. We are delighted to see that
IMO has taken steps to tackle this matter as
fast as possible and we expect to hear output from the current scoping exercise at
MSC 101. From One Sea’s perspective, we
feel that there is a need to keep IMO fully
informed on technologies and advances in
a fast-changing sector.”
Crafting maritime rules while technology is still developing fast has proved a challenge for shipping in the recent past, which
is why Ms Haikkola emphasises time and
again the need to keep channels open
between regulators and technologists.

“I have been impressed by the efforts of
the flag states and class societies in developing their thinking on autonomous shipping, but it’s also true that the impetus for
change is coming from actual pilot projects
involving suppliers and ship owners,” she
says. “Autonomous shipping demands
new skill sets from everyone, including
regulators and those working in approval.”
Drawing on its unparalleled experience
to date, One Sea seeks to facilitate an
industry alliance to drive autonomous
shipping through international cooperation, rather than create a talking shop hampered by competing agendas and commercial sensitivities. “The ecosystem is open to
all industry partners, and organisations
from across the marine domain will play
vital roles and bring different competencies,” says Ms Haikkola.
A recent World Maritime University
study suggested that, by 2040, autonomous
ships will account for 11-17 per cent of
global shipping but that traffic growth
over the period would actually create more
jobs for seafarers. However, WMU said
roles at sea would change, with crews taking a more supporting role while some
tasks done today at sea would transfer.
One Sea has recently initiated a new
research program covering remote vessel
piloting at sea. Finnish legislators are set to
bring into force a framework during 2019
that will allow remote vessel navigation

KVH extends HTS maritime
network to Pacific Ocean
https://www.kvh.com/
KVH Industries has extended its miniVSAT Broadbandsm HTS network to
cover the Pacific Ocean via the Horizons
3e satellite, which is jointly owned by
Intelsat and SKY Perfect JSAT.
The high-performance Horizons 3e
satellite adds to the global coverage and
capacity of KVH’s mini-VSAT Broadband
HTS network.
Brent Bruun, chief operating officer,
KVH, commented: “With the expansion
of coverage to the Pacific Ocean region,
our advanced HTS network footprint is
complete, providing the commercial and
leisure mariners who rely on our solution
with great coverage, fast data speeds,
and enhanced performance for Internet

access, VoIP, and all our connectivity
services at sea. We are committed to
continuing our high level of service in
providing the maritime industry with a
complete end-to-end solution for global
connectivity.”
KVH
launched
its
mini-VSAT
Broadband HTS network in late 2017. The
network uses the Intelsat Flex Maritime
service to deliver multi-layered Ku-band
coverage, enabling vessels to see multiple
HTS and wide beam satellites for maximum availability of broadband service.
KVH’s HTS network builds on the success
of the original maritime satellite network
that KVH introduced in 2007.
KVH also recently announced that it
had shipped its 9000th antenna system for
the mini-VSAT Broadband network.
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and control to take place within designated sea areas subject to public license.
“We believe that autonomous shipping
will improve the working conditions of
seafarers,” says Ms Haikkola. “Some of the
work done will be moved from ship to
shore and there will probably also be more
possibilities to specialise in specific areas
on the ship; and, as in all other areas today,
there will be a need for improved IT skills.”
At this stage, it is hard to say what the
future will look like, Ms Haikkola says, at
a time when different technologies are
being applied. However, she adds: “There
are definitely some sectors that are more
likely to be early adapters, but it all
depends on the business cases. Short sea
shipping, supply vessels and road ferry
type applications are most likely, but we
have also seen an interest in ship types
such as tugs. Passenger vessels in general
(apart from the road ferries) are likely to be
only interested in parts of these technologies – such as situational awareness aids.”
Things are already moving sufficiently
quickly to anticipate orders for
autonomous or remote controlled vessels
from One Sea partner companies as the
“next step”, Ms Haikkola says. “These
could be either retrofits to existing vessels
or newbuildings.”
Author: Päivi
Ecosystem Lead
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ClassNK releases
cybersecurity
management system
for ships
https://www.classnk.or.jp/
ClassNK has released its guidelines on
Cybersecurity Management System for
Ships, providing guidance on ensuring,
implementing, maintaining, and continuously improving the cybersecurity management system of companies and ships
with the goal of safe navigation.
The guidelines include management
measures regarding protection against
cyber risks in not only the navigation
stage, but also in the construction/design
stage of ships through security bydesign.
The standards focus on the Information
Technology
(IT)
and
Operation
Technology (OT) that support ship navigation and were created with reference to
the latest IACS recommendations and
ISO27001(*1) and ISO27002(2*) Information
Security Management System global
standards.
According to ISM Code, the handling
of cyber risks within the safety management system of companies is recommended beginning in 2021, and by implementing the requirements of these standards
into the management process, companies
and ships are able to realise appropriate
evaluation and management of cyber
risks.
(*1)Information Security Management System
(*2)Code of practice for information security
controls
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ClassNK publishes its Cybersecurity Approach
https://www.classnk.or.jp/
ClassNK has released its Cybersecurity
Approach, which outlines its basic
approach to ensuring onboard cybersecurity for ships.
The ClassNK Cybersecurity Approach
was compiled to help stakeholders deal
with the increasing threat of cyber-attack.
It provides guidance on how to take appropriate measures for onboard cybersecurity
and is based on trends in international
institutions and maritime bodies.
ClassNK suggests that navigational
safety is regarded as the most important
goal of onboard cybersecurity. Both operational and information technology systems
should be cybersecure in order to ensure
their availability and support the operation
of ships. To mitigate cyber risks in both IT
and operations, ClassNK proposes measures based on a balanced combination of

physical, technical, and organisational
approaches, such as designing ships and
onboard equipment with security focussed
on each element of the ship, for instance by
design or constructing management systems during service.
ClassNK will classify cybersecurity controls into different layers and clarify what
each stakeholder should do for each layer
by adopting requirements from the existing standards on cybersecurity that are
considered applicable to ships. In light of
the increased use of IT for the operation of
ships and international trends in cybersecurity, ClassNK will analyse the latest
information with experts and propose current best practices in cybersecurity controls
for ships.
Based on these concepts, ClassNK will
continually publish guidelines and standards that specify the parties responsible
for implementing cybersecurity controls

Seaspan rolls out KVH VSAT
across fleet
https://www.kvh.com/
https://www.seaspan.com/
Container shipping giant Seaspan has
completed implementation of the KVH
mini-VSAT Broadband connectivity for all
107 managed vessels in its global containership fleet.
KVH’s TracPhone V7-HTS/AgilePlans
and KVH’s TracPhone V11-IP have been
selected for the Seaspan vessels. The
TracPhone V7-HTS/AgilePlans service is a
monthly subscription service that includes
antenna, airtime, content, and technical
assistance with free installation at select
ports, and no contract term commitment
or additional maintenance costs. A 60 cm
Ku-band VSAT antenna, the TracPhone
V7-HTS delivers data speeds up to 10
Mbps download and 3 Mbps upload.
TracPhone V7-HTS benefits from a dual
data configuration, providing both a highspeed data channel and an unlimited-use
data channel. According to KVH, the
unlimited-use data channel was an attractive feature for Seaspan as it supports both
operations and crew Internet from a single
system.
The Seaspan vessels that installed the

The TracPhone V11-HTS Interior. Image
courtesy of KVH Industries.

TracPhone V11-IP benefit from a 1 meter
C/Ku-band antenna that provides global
broadband connectivity from KVH’s miniVSAT Broadband network.
The Seaspan vessels also utilise KVH’s
CommBox Network Manager, a suite of
integrated tools including unique networks for operations and crew, integrated
email servers and firewalls, remote IT
management, and least cost routing and
bandwidth management. Additional KVH
value-added services for which Seaspan
has subscribed include IP-MobileCast, a
content delivery service that multicasts
news, sports, entertainment, and operations content to the vessels.
Rajesh Gopinathan, manager of process
improvement for Seaspan, explained: “We
chose KVH for the ability to have a superior end-to-end solution from one provider,
which can be customised as per our business requirements.”
“KVH is one of our partners in helping
our business succeed. We see their entire
solution as critical to our business operation, providing everything from connectivity to 24/7 support, and assisting us in
continuously improving the features and
functions as our business requirements
change. We also appreciate the fact that
KVH, working together with our IT
department, were able to complete 60
installations in less than 12 months, which
is an important factor for our global fleet,”
added Mr Gopinathan.
Mark Woodhead, executive vice president of mobile connectivity for KVH, stated: “We are thrilled to be working with
Seaspan, a world-class ship management
company that knows the importance of
connectivity for ensuring all its vessels are
operating at their most efficient levels.
Whether it is our network support, airtime,
or field services team, everyone at KVH values the interaction with Seaspan as the
foundation of a strong partnership, with the
end result being that we support their vessels in everything from connectivity to their
close communications with seafarers.”

and the details thereof as part of the
"ClassNK Cyber Security Series".
As part of the ClassNK Cyber Security
Series, ClassNK will also be releasing the
Cybersecurity Management System for
Ships that targets ship management, and
Software Security Guidelines that target
ship software in the near future.
In addition, ClassNK has released
Guidelines for Designing Cyber Security
Onboard Ships for newbuilding designs
targeting shipyards and ship-building
owners as the first part of the ClassNK
Cyber Security Series. The guidelines
include security measures from the NIST
SP800-53(*) compiled for the US
Government that can apply to ships, and
the latest IACS recommendations.
The guidelines which include the
ClassNK Cyber Security Approach are
available to download free of charge via
ClassNK’s website www.classnk.com for

ClassNK’s Cybersecurity Approach will
help stakeholders to implement a
cybersecure plan onboard vessels
those who have registered for free with the
ClassNK “My Page” service.
*A special document entitled “Recommended
Security Controls for Federal Information
Systems” by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST).

IEC Telecom’s Orion Edge+
enters Asian market
http://www.iec-telecom.com/
https://www.thuraya.com/
IEC Telecom launched its Orion Edge+
satellite voice and data communication
solution during Sea Asia in April.
Orion Edge+ provides high quality, reliable broadband and flexible data plans
with no long-term commitment. The flexibility means that Orion Edge+ is ideal for
busy offshore support vessels, tugs, and oil
and gas contractors.
Powered by Thuraya’s Orion IP broadband and Thuraya’s Seastar circuit
switched voice terminal, the Orion Edge+
solution offers high quality voice and data
services bundled with consumption monitoring tools and controlled welfare applications, regardless of vessel size.
Orion Edge+ is available through
monthly plans with no long-term contractual commitments. Specialised hardware
offered by IEC Telecom keeps upfront
costs low and provides full visibility for
management control, both onboard and
onshore. Orion Edge+ is equipped with
Wan Optimiser, enabling TCP acceleration
and bandwidth optimisation.
Crew welfare needs are enhanced by
local WiFi management which enables vessel and offshore platform managers to pro-

vide crew with access to social media platforms and the internet, with safety maintained by high level security systems.
Access is granted via an advanced captive
portal and consumption can be managed
via vouchers or scratch cards for crew
members.
“This is a brand new optimised voice
and data solution, engineered by IEC
Telecom and powered by Thuraya
Telecommunications, that enables small
boats to enjoy the high bandwidth that was
previously available only to VSAT users.
This game changer is designed to meet the
requirements of short-term projects with
flexible data plans, no long-term commitment, and zero upfront cost,” said Nabil
Ben Soussia, vice president maritime, IEC
Telecom.
IEC Telecom also recently entered
into a partnership with Thuraya
Telecommunications to commercially offer
Thuraya VSAT+ across Europe, AsiaPacific (APAC) and Middle East and
Africa (MEA). This solution enables optimum flexibility of satellite service and is
scalable to meet global and regional needs
for essential communications.
“Together with Thuraya, we have the
potential to transform the market of maritime communications,” added Mr Soussia.

IEC and Thuraya will deliver enhanced maritime connectivity to the Asian market.
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Iridium continues readying GMDSS services
https://www.iridium.com/
Iridium Communications has signed a
Public Services Agreement (PSA) with the
International Mobile Satellite Organization
(IMSO), which details the conditions for
IMSO to act as regulator and maintain oversight of Iridium’s Global Maritime Distress
and Safety System (GMDSS) services.
The signing of this agreement is a key
step towards IMSO issuing Iridium a
Letter of Compliance, stating that the com-

pany is ready to begin providing its
GMDSS service. The GMDSS is a safety-oflife system created by the IMO with the
purpose of rescuing mariners in distress
while at sea. It is comprised of satellite
communications systems feeding distress
information into a network of rescue coordination centres around the world that
orchestrate related search and rescue
efforts.
In May 2018, the IMO adopted a
“Statement of Recognition,” stating that

Iridium signs a PSA with the IMSO

the Iridium network met the requirements
needed to provide GMDSS service.
Previously, only one company was
allowed to provide satellite GMDSS service, limiting coverage reach, capability
and choice. With Iridium, mariners will
for the first time have a choice in equipment and service provider while also now
reaching 100 per cent of the world’s
oceans, helping protect mariners no matter
where they sail.
“Iridium is on target to complete development of its GMDSS system before the
end of 2019, and our first terminal, in
development by Lars Thrane, can be
installed by any vessel as soon as it’s type
approved,” said Bryan Hartin, executive
vice president, Iridium. “However, SOLAS
Convention (Safety of Life at Sea) class vessels will need to wait until 2020 for that
Iridium terminal to meet its mandated
GMDSS carriage requirement, which is
when the needed amendments made to the
SOLAS Convention take effect. All nonSOLAS class vessels can begin using the
service as soon as it is available, and anyone will be able to begin use of the new terminal for general communications needs.”
“We’re proud of our work, in close collaboration with IMSO, to add Iridium to

Industry on red alert after cybersecurity warning
https://navaldome.com/
The maritime sector is being targeted by
highly motivated cyber criminals and the
shipping industry should be on the highest
alert for a cyber-attack, Itai Sela, CEO of
Naval Dome has warned.
Speaking at the Singapore Maritime
Technology Conference (SMTC) 2019,
organised by the Maritime and Port
Authority of Singapore, Mr Sela said:
“Somebody, somewhere is targeting the
maritime sector. The shipping industry
should be on Red Alert.”
Mr Sela’s warning follows widespread
concern that the maritime industry
remains vulnerable and is not doing
enough to protect itself.
During a roundtable discussion in
which several companies informed the
Greek shipping community of the importance of cybersecurity, one analyst said
that while the industry is “concerned
about the cyber risk it struggles to understand where and how best to manage it”.
US congressman John Garamendi previously said: “Congress is aware of the cyber
risks,” he said, “but not adequately engaged
nor adequately addressing the problem.”
“The maritime industry is just not prepared,” Mr Sela told SMTC delegates.
“Shipping is a US $4 trillion global industry responsible for transporting 80 per cent
of the world’s energy, commodities and
goods, so any activity that disrupts global
trade will have far reaching consequences.
“It is easy to understand why shipping is
now in the cross-hair of the cyber-criminal
or activist. But the maritime industry still
believes it is enough to have a Level 1 solution to protect against a Level 4 threat.”
Referring to the global certification stan-

dard IEC 62443, which has been adopted
by several certification bodies, Mr Sela
explained the four levels of security used
for safeguarding against a cyber-attack.
“A Level 4 attack is extremely sophisticated and intended to cause the most
amount of disruption for either political,
social or financial gain. It is the Level 4
type attack criminals are using to penetrate
the shipping industry,” Mr Sela said, referring to an incident in which the navigational equipment onboard a fleet of 15
tankers was simultaneously hacked.
The easiest way for hackers to penetrate
ship systems is to attack systems at the
ship manager or original equipment manufacturer’s (OEM) head office, said Mr
Sela. “All a hacker has to do is infiltrate
these systems and wait until some someone sends an infected email to someone
onboard ship – the attack is delivered. It
spreads. It’s autonomous.”
Mr Sela said: “For a few thousand dollars sophisticated ‘viruses’ can be easily
bought on the dark web, so it is quite easy
to implement a Level 4 attack now. Level 4
cyber protection result in a system or
equipment that even those with enough
time, money and motivation will be unable
to penetrate. Every shipboard PC-based
system has to be protected individually.”
The current regulations consider
improving interactions between the operator and machine as the optimum way of
combating
maritime
cyber-crime.
However, Naval Dome believes the best
solution is based on technology that
removes the human element altogether.
Mr Sela has suggested that a ship can be
used as a very effective weapon to “create
chaos and destruction” at the port.
“A ship whose systems are under the

A ship can be used as a weapon, Mr Sela
told SMTC delegates in Singapore.
Image courtesy of Naval Dome
control of the cyber-criminal could result
in pollution, cause collisions or groundings, or be used as an incendiary device.
The result could be catastrophic if a vessel
is not secured to the highest level. Over
the last three years we have developed a
type-approved Level 4 solution certified
to prevent shipboard systems from being
hacked.”
Mr Sela said a country like Singapore
must have the ability to monitor all the
ships that enter its waters in order to verify whether its infected or cyber clean. “I
strongly recommend that all Port
Authorities have the ability to control the
cyber threat that each and every vessel
entering their waters brings with them.
This will protect assets and avoid potential
disaster,” he said.
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this critically important service and
appreciate all the hard work and guidance provided by IMSO to help make
sure we will be officially ready to go,”
continued Mr Hartin.
Iridium’s progress towards implementing all required steps to provide GMDSS
service will be reported to the IMO during
the Maritime Safety Committee’s meeting
in London in June 2019. The first terminal
planned for certification, the Lars Thrane
LT-3100S, is also on schedule to be typeapproved in 2019. Several additional
Iridium GMDSS terminals are planned to
be available in the future.

Intelsat confirms
complete loss of
satellite
http://www.intelsat.com/
Intelsat has announced that its 29e spacecraft has been completely lost, following
previous news in early April that the satellite experienced damage causing a leak of
the propellant onboard the satellite.
This leak caused a service disruption to
customers on the satellite. While working
to recover the satellite, a second anomaly
occurred, after which all efforts to recover
the satellite were unsuccessful. Intelsat
has now confirmed that the Intelsat 29e
spacecraft has been completely lost.
The satellite is currently unable to be
moved and there are some concerns
around the danger it poses to other items
in orbit. In addition, there are significant
financial losses as a result of the satellite
only completing three years of its 15-year
orbit, following successful launch on
January 27, 2016.
A failure review board has been convened with the satellite’s manufacturer,
Boeing, to complete a comprehensive
analysis of the cause of the anomaly.
Intelsat has also been in active contact
with affected customers. Restoration
paths on other Intelsat satellites serving
the region and third-party satellites have
been provided for a majority of the disrupted services. Migration and service
restoration are well underway.

Intelsat 29e spacecraft launching on
January 27, 2016. Image courtesy of
Intelsat
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Sports-Partner tie-up strengthens IEC Telecom’s
focus on the Scandinavian yacht racing sector
http://iec-telecom.com/
Global satellite communications solutions
provider IEC Telecom has underlined its
commitment
to
the
burgeoning
Scandinavian yacht racing sector by teaming up with Sports-Partner AS, organisers
of the iconic Skagen Race.
The deal, which sees IEC-Telecom come
in as a major sponsor of Skagen as well as
a host of other regattas organised by
Sports-Partner, is the first such tie up
between the two companies. It gives IEC
Telecom an important opportunity to
showcase its state-of-the-art satellite communications and safety and survival
equipment – vital additions to any successful yacht racing team’s itinerary.
At the end of May this year, over 2,000
sailors, from novices to skilled yachts people, will sail from different ports in
Norway and Denmark towards Skagen in
Denmark. The event, which is held over
three days from May 29th to May 31st regularly attracts over 250 yachts and is one of
the highlights of the Scandinavian yachting season.
A few days after the Skagen race, IEC
Telecom can be found at the Marstrand Big

Boat Race (May 31- June 2) in Sweden, followed by the Hollænderseilasen race during the last weekend of August in Norway.
IEC Telecom will use the various regattas to exhibit a range of its products and
services available to the yacht racing sector. These include satellite equipment with
voice and data services from Thuraya,
Inmarsat, Telenor Satellite and Iridium
that enable people to stay connected no
matter where they travel.
IEC Telecom is also a distributor for
OceanSignal and ACR with a full range of
maritime survival equipment such as AIS,
EPIRB, SART and emergency lights. It also
supplies antennas for VHF/UHF,
GSM/LTE and AIS as well as the entire
range of Scanstrut with antenna mounts,
pods, waterproof casings and wireless
chargers.
Alf Stian Mauritz, CEO of IEC Telecom
Norway said the tie-up with SportsPartner provided the right level of access
to this important market while allowing
IEC Telecom to maintain its growth strategy in a cost-effective way.
“When it comes to communications and
safety equipment we can satisfy any
demands the yacht teams may have from

radios, to GSM and to satellite communications, whether they are inside or outside
GSM boundaries.
“Our goal is to become a recognised
quality brand within the yachting and sailing markets. Our focus on reliable communication and safety solutions will open
new ways of communicating at sea, in an
effective yet safer way. By teaming up
with Sports-Partner, we feel confident IEC
telecom will be presented in the best possible way,” he stressed.
According to Lars Erik Wilhelmsen,
CEO of Sports-Partner, the Scandinavian
yacht race sector is growing. “After
decades of decline in participation number, we are experience growth in numbers
across Scandinavia. The Scandinavian
yacht racing market consist of mere a few
traditional, classic yacht races like Færder,
Tjörn Runt, Skagen Race, Hollænder Race
and Skjælland Race.
“Newcomers, like Marstrand Big Boat
Race, SilverRudder and others are on the
rise, challenging the established, and pushing the development of Scandinavian
yacht-races. The total number of participating yachts in these classic offshore-races
adds up to approx. 3000 yachts,” he added.

GTMaritime adds Continuity feature to GTMailPlus
https://www.gtmaritime.com/
GTMaritime
has
launched
GTMailPlus.Continuity, a now standard
feature of its GTMailPlus service for the
shipping and offshore industries, allowing
users to access emails with complete security, even when their systems are unexpectedly offline.
GTMailPlus.Continuity is a web-based
service hosted within GTMaritime’s cloud
infrastructure that will be offered as standard to users at no extra cost. The valueadded solution allows password-protected

customers to continue sending and receiving messages during any shipboard email
outage, so that business can continue
uninterrupted.
Last year, data storage giant DataCore
Software Corporation suggested that more
than half of companies (54 per cent) had
experienced a downtime event that lasted
more than eight hours within the past
five years.
“In a digital world, access to email is
critical to keep businesses running and
Continuity means users can send, receive
and retrieve emails from anywhere and on

any device, operating on a business as
usual basis,” said Robert Kenworthy,
CEO, GTMaritime. “As a cloud-based feature, Continuity doesn’t need extra hardware or software, while back-ups and synchronisation are automatic.
As an easy-to-manage auxiliary email
client for the continuity of vessel operations that generates no additional cost,
GTMailPlus.Continuity also provides disaster recovery capability providing access
to historic as well as live emails. Length of
storage will depend on the user’s archiving settings.

GTMaritime’s Continuity is now a standard feature of its GTMailPlus service
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VSAT+ from Thuraya
now commercially
available
http://www.iec-telecom.com/
https://www.thuraya.com/
Thuraya Telecommunications Company, a
subsidiary of the Al Yah Satellite
Communications Company (Yahsat), has
announced that maritime satellite service,
Thuraya VSAT+, is now commercially
available from IEC Telecom.
As the Master Distributor for VSAT+,
IEC Telecom will serve all main maritime
market segments and customers, including high-end fisheries, offshore installations and merchant fleets. IEC Telecom
will offer VSAT+ across Europe, AsiaPacific (APAC) and Middle East and
Africa (MEA).
Thuraya launched VSAT+ in Q4 2018.
The service offers global coverage, best-inclass data rates to meet growing demand for
high-throughput services, and high levels of
reliability, security, resilience and flexibility.
VSAT+ ensures optimum flexibility by combining Ku-band (for high-speed data) and Lband (for backup and fall back). The service
is scalable to meet global and regional needs
for essential communications such as voice
calls, email and position reporting, and for
high-bandwidth requirements such as training, publications, condition-based maintenance, enterprise resource planning and
content for crew welfare.
Nadeem Khan, director maritime M2M
& IoT, Thuraya, said: “By appointing a
highly experienced, capable partner with
wide geographical reach as our Master
Distributor for VSAT+, we are simplifying
the proposition for resellers to offer highquality services with no investment in the
infrastructure. This is a win-win partnership founded on creating new opportunities for the maritime industry.”
Nabil Ben Soussia, general manager,
IEC Telecom, said: “Last year IEC Telecom
Group was recognised as the best service
provider for Thuraya Maritime Solutions.
This award came at a significant period,
when the industry is rapidly evolving
under the influence of new technologies.
Launch of Thuraya VSAT+ marks the
beginning of a new chapter in the IEC
Telecom and Thuraya relationship.
Together we have potential to transform
the market of maritime communications.”
In support of the Thuraya VSAT+ service, IEC Telecom developed the OneGate
smart solution, which is available for
marine and offshore applications. OneGate
offers users unparalleled visibility over
communication assets to facilitate control
over critical operations and maintain reliable connectivity where it matters the most.
Mr Soussia concluded: “Enhanced by a
set of value-added services from IEC
Telecom, Thuraya VSAT+ is a truly unique
solution for maritime communications. For a
couple of years, our teams worked side by
side to deliver an affordable service able to
address specific requirements of all vessel
types. The mission has been successfully
accomplished. For international shipping
companies, Thuraya VSAT+ offers global
coverage with no yearly lock-in commitment. For fishing and leisure boats, we provide flexible tariff plans with regional focus.”
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Thuraya and Elcome enter service partner agreement
https://www.thuraya.com/
https://elcome.com/
Thuraya Telecommunications Company
has signed a Service Partner agreement
with marine technology systems integrator
Elcome.
The agreement will see Dubai headquartered Elcome provide Thuraya’s products and services worldwide across key
vertical markets. Elcome operates out of 23
offices across 11 countries and is the largest
satellite communications and systems integration provider in the Middle East. The
partnership will further expand market
potential by offering customised solutions
for this market segment.
“Thuraya is pleased to welcome Elcome
as a Service Partner. This partnership will
further enhance our commitment to key sectors, including maritime, government, energy and leisure. Nowadays, these sectors
and their customers demand solutions that
go beyond the standard connectivity. This

partnership will meet those needs on all
fronts, including products, network, integration and support,” said Ali Al Hashemi,
chief executive officer of Thuraya.
“This is an important step towards an
extensive and exciting long-term collaboration. Elcome covers a wide customer base
who truly need comprehensive connectivity at all times beyond terrestrial reach. Our
capabilities are complementary, and we
will be able to give end users far greater
flexibility than they have now. This agreement delivers reliable communication
wherever and whenever it is needed,”
added chief commercial officer of Thuraya
Shawkat Ahmed.
“The demand for innovative and flexible data solutions for the maritime industry is growing exponentially. We are proud
to partner with Thuraya to deliver such
integrated services to our regional defence,
government and commercial customers,”
stated Jimmy Grewal, executive director
of Elcome.

NSSLGlobal adds FusionIP-LITE
to maritime portfolio
https://www.nsslglobal.com/
NSSLGlobal has unveiled the latest addition to its maritime portfolio, FusionIPLITE, allowing users to switch between
cellular and satcom networks to ensure
“always-on” connectivity with speeds of
up to 40mbps.
FusionIP-LITE has been specifically
engineered for the Asia seas. The solution
incorporates automatic WAN switching,
an email service, core firewalling, eNOAD
and file management/synchronisation
capabilities, all at no additional cost.
Cellular connectivity is the primary connection and satcom the secondary; when
vessels move out of cellular range, they are
seamlessly transitioned between networks
to achieve “always-on” communications
while ensuring optimum data speeds.
NSSLGlobal’s FusionIP-LITE service
uses a single 3G/4G/LTE SIM, which is
capable of delivering high-speed bandwidth up to 20km offshore — with download speeds of up to 40mbps — making it
ideal for leisure, fishing and commercial
vessels. FusionIP-LITE will help busy vessel operators passing through the coastal
waters of several countries to benefit from
the high-speed of cellular with the service

assurance and coverage of satellite, all
without changing multiple SIMs or dealing
with a variety of providers and bills.
FusionIP-LITE also utilises the new
Iridium Certus Next constellation as a failsafe guarantee of “always-on” connectivity when outside of cellular coverage providing speeds up to 704kbps*. The customer pays the same price no matter the
network used.
“Since its launch in late 2017, the awardwinning FusionIP has been a phenomenal
success and firm customer favourite, but its
deployment has been limited to European
coastal waters. We can expand our
FusionIP suite as this service is based
around our in-house engineered products.
This enables NSSLGlobal to deliver solutions that are practical and rapidly bring
them to market. This agility and engineering expertise differentiates us from our
competitors. Now with FusionIP-LITE,
vessel operators in Asia can also benefit
from safer, smarter and more efficient
operations thanks to the power of alwayson communications,” said Priya Patel,
APAC regional sales director, NSSLGlobal.

Ali Al Hashemi, chief executive officer of Thuraya
with executive director of Elcome, Jimmy Grewal

Intellian launches 1.5m Ku to Ka
convertible VSAT terminal
https://www.intelliantech.com/
Intellian has launched the first 1.5m Ku to
Ka convertible VSAT terminal, supporting
5GHz Wide Ka-band networks as well as
GEO (Geostationary Earth Orbit), MEO
(Medium Earth Orbit) and LEO (Low
Earth Orbit) constellations.
The v150NX delivers highly efficient
radio frequency (RF) performance for
shipowners, operators and network
providers. It is easily converted to Ka-band
by changing the RF Assembly and Feed, as
the reflector and radome are optimised for
operation across both frequency bands.
The new product’s Ka-band version is
also available. The state-of-the-art terminal
is compatible with future 2.5GHz Wide
Ka-band networks and has delivered
speeds of 830Mbps in trials. With
GEO/MEO/LEO tracking capability, the
v150NX Ka delivers an extremely high
level of performance and is ready for operation with forthcoming new high-speed
and low-latency networks.
Both the v150NX and v150NX Ka enable
reliable, high-throughput broadband at sea
and can be quickly installed to deliver pre-

cise, cost-effective satellite tracking as a
land gateway antenna system. The products can track any satellites on mobile and
fixed platforms and include smart satellite
handover capability enabled by an embedded mediator. This allows operators to
provide a seamless network with highspeed bi-directional IP connectivity.
Additionally, the antenna can be interconnected with no loss of signal even at longer
distances, using the Intellian Fiber Link
Solution.
With the new NX platform, Intellian’s
1.5m satellite communication systems use
a single cable, which combines Tx, Rx, and
DC power, to simplify installation. A modular design results in lower cost of ownership throughout the entire lifecycle, while
improving reliability and streamlining
maintenance.
“The industry-leading performance,
simplified installation and ensured compatibility with future constellations and
networks positions our new 1.5m antennas
as one of the most innovative, flexible and
cost-effective connectivity platforms available for diverse users on land and at sea,”
said Eric Sung, CEO of Intellian.

* Following an Iridium firmware update
in 2019.

FusionIP-LITE allows users to switch between cellular and satcom networks to ensure
“always-on” connectivity

Intellian has launched a 1.5m Ku to Ka convertible antenna
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Demand for internet at sea signals
shift in crew welfare
Onboard Internet is today a prerequisite for many young seafarers embarking on a career at sea.
Digital Ship spoke with Anastasis Kyrkos, co-founder of Greek maritime IT company, MarPoint
about how increasing bandwidth capacity is helping to improve crew welfare.

T

he last few years have seen the
launch of advanced highthroughput satellites (HTS) and
increasing VSAT coverage,
enhancing bandwidth availability at sea.
This has led to a substantial rise in the
number of crew that now have access to
onboard Internet. In an interview with
Digital Ship, Mr Kyrkos confirmed that he
believes there will be no less than 15 per
cent of onboard crew without access to the
Internet by the end of 2019.
MarPoint’s figures show that in 2015
only 22 per cent of crew onboard bulk carriers had access to the Internet. In 2018, this
had risen to 67 per cent. Similarly, with
tankers, only 39 per cent of crew had access
to the Internet in 2015; in 2018 this had
risen to 65 per cent.
Presently, around 90 per cent of available
bandwidth allocated to crew is used by seafarers to connect with family and friends via
applications like Skype or WhatsApp.
Recent surveys have found that enhanced
connectivity has proven to contribute to a
positive mental state among crew, which
has further facilitated the delivery of reliable
and high-speed Internet. In 2018, 92 per cent
of seafarers reported that Internet access
would strongly influence their decision on
where to work. This is a rise from the 78 per
cent that said the Internet would affect their
choice of where to work back in 2015.
Speaking to Digital Ship about the current use of Internet onboard vessels, Mr
Kyrkos explained that there has been a shift
in the way capacity is used. Connectivity
between ship and shore was initially used
to deliver insight into vessel performance
and improve navigational safety. As VSAT
coverage increased, crews have been able
to take a share of the capacity, using email
and the phone to connect with those
ashore. Today, there is an expectation that
Internet at sea should be almost as good as
it is on land. This includes not only using
the Internet to connect with family, but
also to watch videos, browse websites and

stay up to date with current affairs.
Typically, the bandwidth available to
seafarers does not allow browsing and
direct download of news from websites
due to the large amount of data required.
However, Mr Kyrkos confirmed to us that
a recent spike in interest in the company’s
onboard news service, which enables seafarers to access thousands of news sites
every day, reflects the changing use and
capabilities of Internet for seafarers today.
The news service developed by
MarPoint is known as Evo News, and provides seafarers with access to any webpage
offering RSS feeds on the internet in any
language chosen, with no limits on how
many articles can be viewed. The service
provides a customised RSS package, which
has been specially developed for maritime
applications, to ensure compatibility with
all websites that currently operate with RSS
feeds. The service compresses the news
articles and updates the vessel with new
stories every 6, 12 and 24 hours via a customised web interface created by MarPoint.
One major benefit of Evo News is that it
compresses the news articles prior to sending them to the vessel. The articles are
stored on the vessel’s computer server,
rather than downloaded on the spot, reducing the VSAT capacity used to access the
articles. Crew can view articles on their own
devices, including laptops, smartphones,
crew PCs, and more, directly from the vessels local network without the need to use
any data or crew internet cards that are
typically needed to download news direct
from websites. Additionally, customised
RSS feeds mean that shipowners can
decide the frequency, category, and size of
the articles, which includes whether or not
to send articles with pictures or text only.
The Evo News service is an application
downloaded and installed on a vessel’s
server or computer from any remote location, requiring no additional hardware. “It
is just like downloading an app on your
phone. Installation and set-up is completed

within 5 minutes,” Mr Kyrkos explained.
To date, 400+ vessels and around 7,0008,000 seafarers are using the Evo News service from MarPoint. “Feedback from crew
so far has been very, very good,” he told
us. Mr Kyrkos also said that interest is
growing and numbers are rising fast,
reflecting a changing approach in the use
of bandwidth for onboard crew.
In February this year, Goldenport
Shipmanagement and Oceangold Tankers,
both Athens-based ship operators, became
the latest companies to opt for the Evo RSS
News service. All seafarers across the fleet
are being provided daily and free ‘’News
from Home’’, to improve crew satisfaction
onboard. “Keeping crew informed and
entertained can boost job satisfaction and
morale and make seas much more relaxed
and enjoyable,” said John Angelis/ IT
manager Goldenport & OceanGold.
Greece-based Laskaridis Shipping made
the strategic decision to make a fleet-wide
rollout of the Evo News service as part of a
wider package from MarPoint. “Having
MarPoint solution installed in 80 per cent
of our fleet in such short time makes them
proactive, versatile and particularly
responsive to every single stage of this project. Their engineers and support dealt all
obstacles and difficulties we came across,
with most important, time pressure. On
top of that, add the very good pricing of
the services and hardware and you get a
very positive end to end customer experience you do not come across very often,”
said ICT manager Chris Koustenis.
Mr Kyrkos said that for the next several
years, the Internet of Things (IoT) in the
maritime industry will play a heightened
role as we have reached, if not surpassed,
the point where every vessel should be
considered a separate entity, with its own
Internet services and the network needs of
a small office. As ship-to-shore and shoreto-ship needs increase exponentially, vessel connectivity is crucial for maritime
companies’ daily operations. This has led

The available Internet for crew has risen
significantly between 2015 and 2018.
Image courtesy of MarPoint
shipowners to seek the best crew members
and attract them by providing crew welfare services, resulting in a more interestDS
ing and safer workplace.

Speedcast Nelco partnership brings VSAT coverage to Indian waters
https://www.speedcast.com/
Speedcast International has signed a partnership agreement with India’s VSAT service provider Nelco, a Tata Enterprise, to
offer seamless global communications
while at sea in Indian waters.
The partnership will enable vessels of
either company to connect to the Ku-band
networks of both companies seamlessly in
and out of Indian waters. Nelco will also
extend to its customers Speedcast’s industry-leading products and services, which
include cybersecurity, crew welfare, content solutions, and data and voice applica-

tions.
Previously, when vessels entered Indian
territory they were required to shut down
their VSAT connection. Under the new
partnership agreement, customers of either
company can roam into each other’s
respective territories of coverage and
maintain uninterrupted communications
while at sea.
“In this partnership with Nelco we are
able to open up the Indian market to drive
new growth for both Speedcast and Nelco,
as well as deliver the best possible customer experience,” said Speedcast CEO
Pierre-Jean Beylier. “We are proud to be

offering a unique proposition to thousands
of vessels sailing in and out of Indian
waters every year and we look forward to
a long and mutually beneficial relationship
between Speedcast and Nelco.”
“In this day and age, ship managers and
owners want a broadband maritime service onboard their ships that is truly global and reliable,” said Nelco MD & CEO P J
Nath. “In our endeavour to offer a seamless global service to our customers, we
have partnered with Speedcast, the
world’s largest and most robust network
service provider. This partnership provides us the opportunity to increase our
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presence in the maritime industry and
paves the way to provide even greater
value to our customers with a complete
communications service portfolio that
includes hardware, applications and services.”
Under this agreement, Speedcast will
integrate with the Nelco network to allow
either parties’ customers to maintain connection while roaming between the different satellite coverage beams and teleports.
With an integrated network, the service
achieves global IP access for remote terminals and optimises the global connectivity
experience for our customers.
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NSSLGlobal’s 50th anniversary:
celebration, evolution and innovation
Maritime and satellite communications are advancing and providing many opportunities today. NSSLGlobal
is taking its global team on an exciting journey of growth, building a company that’s transformed from being
a satcom provider to an engineering powerhouse. Sally-Anne Ray, Group CEO, NSSLGlobal, explains more.

W

e look back to the late sixties and seventies with a
tinge of nostalgia for a
world in which colour
screens were a luxury and when we looked
forward to receiving a postcard from
friends when they were travelling. In 1969,
the same year as the U.S. won the Space
Race, the foundations of the business that
would become NSSLGlobal were laid.

An exciting journey
of growth
2019 is the company’s half-century
anniversary, and it’s safe to say that the
maritime and satellite communication
industries have never presented as many
technological opportunities as they do
today. A company is only as good as its
people and we have a diverse, motivated
and talented global team that are with
us on an exciting journey of growth.
We’ve been steadily and surely building
a company that’s transformed from being
a satcom provider to an engineering
powerhouse.
NSSLGlobal has learned that longevity
in the market means it must be agile,
responsive and customer-centric. We’re
not following a strategy of let’s build it and
see if it sells. We are catering to the very
real practical world of governments, vessel
operators, and the offshore markets.

Listening and working
with our customers
We‘ve found that vessel operators are not
looking for the Holy Grail but for practical
solutions. They want to link to their fleet
speedily with reliable, always on, costeffective connectivity in real time, with
minimal downtime. They need access to
fleet wide and granular operational information. Where are their vessels? Are they
on schedule? Are they experiencing any
difficulties with their services? The HQ
wants to access and manage their services
remotely. By listening to our customers,
we found that there is a need for providing

hosting capabilities and managed IT services for vessel operators of all sizes.

Record breaking contract
with Teekay
We recently announced a record breaking
four year, multi-million enhanced contract
for communication and entertainment services with Teekay, one of the world’s
largest marine energy transportation, storage and production companies. The latest
contract provides an upgraded bandwidth
capability across the Teekay fleet alongside the installation of our new virtualised
Cruise Control+ appliance and the rollout
of CrewVision, our crew entertainment
service. The new contract cements the
longstanding
relationship
between
NSSLGlobal and Teekay dating back to
2004. The winning formula stems from
NSSLGlobal’s commitment to prioritising
key client relationships and working closely with Teekay to align its developments to
Teekay’s everyday needs and longer-term
strategic objectives.
Maintaining such a strong 15-year relationship can never be taken for granted. It
is built firmly on an absolute commitment
to customer service and an agile approach
to innovation that ensures we’re laserfocused on engineering the value-added
services and breakthrough technologies
like our SatLink modem, our Cruise
Control+ and our INSIGHT Portal that set
us apart from the competition.

What does FusionIP
highlight about
NSSLGlobal?
FusionIP is another example of commitment to always listen to our customers.
Our work with coastal commercial operators, fishing vessels and superyacht owners showed there is a need for a service
which can automatically and seamlessly
transition vessel connectivity from cellular
to satcom in a single dome. Why is this
useful? Well it means that operators in
European waters pay only a single month-

NSSLGlobal celebrates 50 years of innovation and relationships
ly flat fee regardless of whether they are
using cellular or satcoms. There are no
heart stopping moments and with unlimited suspensions available there is inbuilt
flexibility for seasonal work. Our hybrid
service is helping operators such as crew
transfer operators, offshore wind installation vessels and coastal commercial vessels
save time by freeing up crew, save money
and also use the most effective network for
speed and reliability. In terms of functionality FusionIP means operators only need
one SIM to cover all European countries
and coastal waters, this and all charges are
visible on a single bill through INSIGHT
our free single state-of-the-art intuitive
Management Overview Portal designed to
provide our maritime customers with a
holistic view of core operational, billing

and performance data on one platform.

Celebration
At Nor-Shipping we will be showcasing
our award-winning FusionIP solution. It’s
an innovative product and was recognised
as the Most Innovative Satellite
Application at the 2018 Stellar VSAT
Awards. Visitors can also come and talk
to us about Cruise Control+, SatLink,
snap.tv and find out why Teekay chose
NSSLGlobal as their maritime satcoms
and IT solutions partner for another
4 years. To book an appointment please
visit our dedicated event landing page
www.nsslglobal.com/NorShipping.
DS
Author: Sally-Anne Ray, Group CEO,
NSSLGlobal

Telenor triples vessel VSAT throughput
https://www.telenorsat.com/
Telenor Satellite has signed an agreement
with Newtec to provide higher throughput
maritime services on its THOR 7 Ka-band
High Throughput Satellite (HTS) using the
Newtec Dialog single and multi-service
VSAT platform.
Ferry, cruise and offshore support vessels (OSVs) will be the main users of the
platform as they will fully exploit the
potential of THOR 7 and deliver a service
that exceeds what is possible to deliver
today using existing hub-based technolo-

gy. Newtec Dialog also opens up the possibility to use THOR 7 in new verticals not
presently using hub-based technology for
service delivery.
Launched in 2015, THOR 7 targets the
North Sea, North Atlantic/Norwegian Sea,
Baltic Sea, Black Sea, Caspian Sea, Red Sea,
the Persian Gulf and the Mediterranean
Sea. Its HTS payload uses high power spot
beams making it ideally suited for the
mobility VSAT market. Telenor Satellite’s
new Anker suite of services was also
recently developed to meet growing
demand for unique VSAT profiles capable

of meeting any requirement.
“Today’s maritime users wish to remain
constantly connected via their mobile
devices and ferry and cruise operators are
utilising maritime connectivity more and
more to enhance operations efficiency,”
said Jan Hetland, director, Data Services,
Telenor Satellite. “Consequently, demand
for throughput on vessels is increasing
exponentially. As a leading Ku and KaBand satellite operator and managed services provider, we are committed to meeting that demand and ensuring our service
delivers the highest possible throughput.
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This Newtec Dialog platform will enable
us to achieve that goal.”
“In today’s era of anywhere, anytime
connectivity, satellite operators are being
required to provide increasingly better
coverage, as well as higher bandwidth,
faster services. Our work with Telenor
Satellite is another important milestone
for Newtec and we are confident the
installation of our Newtec Dialog multiservice platform will ensure it continues
to deliver on its customers’ expectations,”
said Andrew Faiola, head of mobility
at Newtec.
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The growth of maritime
communications in Scandinavia
Scandinavian companies are making major investments into digital communications and networks to ensure
connectivity at sea. Realising this level of growth, satellite communications and solutions provider IEC Telecom
has been enhancing its presence across Scandinavia from 2012 when it acquired Tradee Telecom in Norway.
Digital Ship spoke with Alf Stian Mauritz, managing director IEC Telecom Norway about the company’s growing
investment in the Scandinavian market, and why the region is a hub for innovation and technology.

F

ollowing IEC Telecom’s first
entrance into the Scandinavian
market in 2012, the company
opened a new office in Stockholm in 2014. In late 2018, an office in
Copenhagen was established, allowing IEC
Telecom Denmark to serve the Danish market and support the Group’s Swedish and
Norwegian clients and partners that operate in the North Sea, the Faroe Islands and
Greenland. Another recent partnership
with Sports-Partner, organisers of the Skagen Race, confirms IEC Telecom’s interest
in becoming a significant player in the
Scandinavian maritime market by providing the growing yacht and sailing markets
with GSM and satellite communications.
IEC Telecom’s decision to continue
investment into the northern European
market after 2012 has been fuelled by the
confirmation that “there are lot of elements
that demand a very solid bandwidth
across Scandinavia,” Mr Mauritz tells us.

Alf Stian Mauritz, managing director
IEC Telecom Norway

One of these elements is the increasing
pressure for shipowners to provide highspeed internet at sea to recruit and retain
seafarers. “Crew and mental health is very
important and we are seeing an increasing
demand from seafarers to stay in touch
with their family and friends.” The
younger generation of seafarers “simply
do not accept the fact that they cannot be
connected at all times,” he says, which provides companies like IEC Telecom with the
opportunity to deliver comprehensive
satellite solutions across northern Europe.
Furthermore, Scandinavia’s rapidly
growing fishing and yachting markets are
both demanding high-level connectivity at
sea. The demand for VSAT no longer just
comes from large cargo and passenger ships.
“Even with smaller boats and fishing boats,
seafarers are selecting where to work based
on connectivity. There is a global trend to use
bandwidth for crew, but what we are seeing
is that smaller vessels can both afford and
install VSAT today,” Mr Mauritz explains.
“In the early years of Ka and Ku bands it was
too expensive and difficult to install VSAT,
but now we are seeing smaller VSAT terminals that make installation on vessels as
small as 15m possible.” The demand from
Scandinavian countries for onboard connectivity from large fleets and small fishing vessels is very much the same. “This is very
interesting to see,” notes Mr Mauritz.
Mr Mauritz also mentions that based on
Euroconsult global statistics in 2017, VSAT
represented less than 7 per cent of total terminals installed. Over the next 10 years the
number of VSAT terminals is expected to
grow at an average annual rate of approximately 13 per cent to more than 40,000
active maritime VSAT terminals by 2023.
Another use of bandwidth is to improve
the fuel efficiency of a vessel by acquiring

data and fresh insight into performance.
While satellite communications facilitate
the rapid transfer of vessel performance
data between ship and shore, one of the
challenges faced by owners and operators
is understanding data and using it to make
performance
enhancing
decisions.
However, Mr Mauritz says that across
Scandinavia there is a general interest from
the public in new technologies and he sees
many people committed to exploring the
capabilities of them. This has led to a techsavvy culture. Mr Mauritz describes
Scandinavians as “some of the most
advanced technology users in the world.”
He believes that through general day to
day living, Scandinavians are very much
exposed to new technologies and this has
allowed them to understand and make use
of the technology they have access to. In
the shipping industry, Mr Mauritz believes
that it is this exposure and way of life that
will result in Scandinavian shipowners
becoming leaders in using satellite communications and technology to perform
remote monitoring and maintenance and
improve the fuel performance of their vessels. “I believe Scandinavia will lead when
it comes to analysing and using new data
that becomes available.”
Furthermore, the Scandinavians are
respected for their high sense of corporate
responsibility. Across Scandinavia, there are
varying legislations that promote cleaner
shipping to preserve eco-sensitive environments. Many Scandinavian shipping companies have welcomed such regulations and
announced efforts to achieve zero-carbon
shipping by 2050. Sweden has also been
named by the International Transport
Forum and OECD as a country that is leading efforts to decarbonise maritime transport. In 2015, The Swedish Shipowners’

Association (SSA) declared that it aims to
achieve zero-carbon shipping by 2050 and
was one of the first companies to commit to
the challenge. Both Norway and Denmark
have also committed to using drones to help
track emissions and emission violators.
Ship to shore connectivity via satellite
communication is expected to play an
increasingly important role in improving
environmental efficiency. Data collected
onboard are sent via satellites to experts
ashore for analysis. Often this is possible in
real or near real-time. Via this network,
onshore staff can identify efficiency losses in
areas such as hull and propeller performance
and feedback information to the crew to
enable fuel saving adjustments to be made.
Mr Mauritz confirms that IEC Telecom
will continue to focus on growing its presence in northern Europe, which he sees as a
competitive but hugely collaborative part of
the world. IEC Telecom will continue to
build its relationship with IEC Telecom
Denmark1, providing them with the capability to seize the market share within satellite communication. Another important
partnership to mention is the recent tie-up
between IEC Telecom and Sports Partners2.
As the master distributor for VSAT+, IEC
Telecom is also serving all main maritime
market segments and customers, including
high-end fisheries, offshore installations and
merchant fleets across Europe, Asia-Pacific
and Middle East, and Africa.
DS
References:
1.

2.

ScanMarine is IEC Telecom Denmark
now, following partnership concluded
last August.
IEC Telecom recently teamed up with
Sports-Partner AS. Please see page 8
of this magazine for more information.

Satcom Global appoints new Asia Pacific president
http://www.satcomglobal.com/
Satellite communications services provider
Satcom Global has announced that James
Tucker has joined the company as president of the company’s Asia Pacific region.
Mr Tucker, who previously worked for
network operator Inmarsat in a variety of
senior roles, will be responsible for developing sales strategy and driving growth of
key Satcom Global services in Asia, working closely with established teams in
Singapore and Japan.
“James’ wide-ranging knowledge and
experience in the satellite communications
market coupled with the respect he’s
afforded by industry peers, makes him a

huge asset to the Satcom Global team. At a
point where our flagship VSAT solution,
Aura, is making serious traction, especially
in Asia-based markets, James has the
strategic and commercial capability to take
it to the next level,” said Ian Robinson,
chief executive officer at Satcom Global.
Before joining Satcom Global, Mr Tucker
worked most recently in a maritime focused
vice president capacity at Inmarsat, managing a range of commercial and solution
focussed teams, developing market strategy
and successfully growing revenue in key
MSS (Mobile Satellite Service) markets.
“It has been a great pleasure to have
worked with Satcom Global (and the former AND Group) over my 16 plus years

within Inmarsat’s commercial team, so I
am excited to be working in-house with the
company’s experienced Management
Team,” stated Mr Tucker.
“Satcom Global’s commitment to their
maritime business and ever-growing
account base of major players in the sector,
is tribute to their ability to understand enduser needs and deliver solutions to satisfy
these. The maritime sector is going through
a period of great change and requires
increasing communication connectivity at
greater speeds, capacity and reliability at
competitive, and often predictable pricing.
I am looking forward to being able to
play my part in ensuring that they remain
at the front of the market: building mar-
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James Tucker has joined Satcom Global
as president of the company’s
Asia Pacific region
itime communication solutions around the
best of what suppliers like Inmarsat,
Iridium and Thuraya offer and, of course
through their own market leading Aura
VSAT solution,” Mr Tucker continued.
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Mandatory data exchange between ships and ports enters into effect
http://www.imo.org
A mandatory requirement for national
governments to introduce electronic information exchange between ships and ports
has come into effect from April 8, 2019.
The purpose of electronic exchange is to
make cross-border trade simpler and the
logistics chain more efficient for the more
than 10 billion tons of goods which are
traded by sea annually across the globe.
The requirement, mandatory under
IMO's Convention on Facilitation of
International Maritime Traffic (FAL
Convention), is part of a package of
amendments under the revised Annex to
the FAL Convention, adopted in 2016. The
purpose of the FAL convention is to
achieve the most efficient maritime transport as possible, looking for smooth transit
in ports of ships, cargo and passengers.
The Convention was adopted in 1965
and has 121 Contracting Governments. It
contains standards and recommended practices and rules for simplifying formalities,
documentary requirements and procedures
on ships' arrival, stay and departure.

The Facilitation Convention encourages
use of a "single window" for data, to enable
all the information required by public
authorities in connection with the arrival,
stay and departure of ships, persons and
cargo, to be submitted via a single portal,
without duplication.

From April 8, 2019, ships and ports must share data electronically as mandated by the IMO

Maersk launches digital
Ocean Customs Clearance
https://www.maersk.com/

"The new FAL Convention requirement
for all Public Authorities to establish systems for the electronic exchange of information related to maritime transport
marks a significant move in the maritime
industry and ports towards a digital maritime world, reducing the administrative

and Customs Clearance shipping management platform in Germany for almost two
years. Other countries to benefit from the
digital Ocean Customs Clearance include
France, Denmark, The Netherlands,
Poland, United Kingdom and Spain.
Maersk also aims to expand this offering
across the world by the end of 2019.
"It is perfect to book our service request
only with one online platform without
contacting further operational departments. We prefer local language and we
appreciate collaboration between the
responsible departments within Maersk.
We welcome the possibility to have all
Customs House Brokerage documents
uploaded on the internet platform (quick
plus easy handling). Would be good to
have one invoice handling in the future,
but okay for now. The Customs House
Broker service provided by the relevant
departments is excellent" states Robert
Weber from Speditionsabteilung at
Neenah Gessner GmBH.
This new functionality will cover all
types of cargo for all Maersk brands.

Maersk has launched Customs Clearance
online shipping management platform in
seven European countries to deliver simple and easy trade of goods.
International trade is subjected to
diverse and wide controls and customs
regulations that need to be met to ensure
that traded goods are entering and exiting
legally. If a delay occurs, the entire plan
gets affected. A delay causes increased
expenses such as storage costs, fines, and
penalties, resulting in additional problems
for importers and exporters.
"This new one-stop-shop allows us to
timely and efficiently handle export and
import declarations for our customers. The
solution provides downstream benefits of
full governance and compliance, eliminates the need to provide a quote as pricing is displayed online, saving three to five
minutes per quote," explained Vincent
Clerc, chief commercial officer of A.P.
Moller - Maersk.
"In other words, it saves our customers
time, money and
headaches reducing the number of
intermediaries they
deal with from
three or four to just
one as well as
paperwork which
subsequently
reduce the time
spent on transactional procedures.
Time saved they
can then devote to
grow their businesses."
Maersk's new customs clearance online shipping
Maersk
has
management platform. Image courtesy of Maersk
piloted this Ocean

burden and increasing the efficiency of
maritime trade and transport," said IMO
secretary-general Kitack Lim.
The requirement for electronic data
exchange comes into effect as IMO's
Facilitation Committee meets for its 43rd
session (8-12 April). Alongside other agenda items, the Committee will continue its
ongoing work on harmonisation and standardisation of electronic messages. Phase
one of the review of the IMO Compendium
on Facilitation and Electronic business,
including the data elements of the FAL
Convention is expected to be completed
and the revised Guidelines for setting up a
single window system in maritime transport are set to be approved.
The Committee will also receive an
update on a successful IMO maritime single window project, implemented in
Antigua and Barbuda, with Norway's support. The source code developed for the
system established in Antigua and
Barbuda will be made available to other
interested Member States. A presentation
on the system will be made during the
Facilitation Committee.

Major ocean carriers launch Digital
Container Shipping Association
https://www.maersk.com/
https://www.msc.com/
https://www.hapaglloyd.com/en/home.html
https://www.one-line.com/
MSC, A.P. Moller – Maersk, Hapag-Lloyd
and Ocean Network Express have officially
established a Digital Container Shipping
Association (DCSA) to drive standardisation, digitalisation, and interoperability and
to make the industry more efficient for both
customers and shipping lines.
The official launch of the association on
April 10, 2019 in Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, comes following regulatory
approval from the Federal Maritime
Commission (FMC) last month. The association, which plans to create a neutral,
non-profit association for ocean carriers
will be led by industry veterans including
Thomas Bagge from Maersk, who is
appointed CEO.
To create value quickly and to overcome some of the biggest pain-points in
the industry, one of the first projects is
focusing on standards to overcome the
lack of a common foundation for technical
interfaces and data.
The association is also creating an
industry blueprint for processes, which
will be another significant part of the
future of shipping.
“For the first time in twenty years, the
container shipping industry has come
together with a common goal to move the
industry into the digital era. With the regulatory approval in place, we look forward for the association to take up work
and to begin to collaborate with multiple
stakeholders from the entire value chain,”
said André Simha, chief information officer of MSC Mediterranean Shipping
Company and chairman of the
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André Simha, global chief information
officer, MSC Group and chairman of the
Supervisory Board of DCSA
Supervisory Board of DCSA.
The work undertaken will be for the benefit of the entire industry, as all standards
will be openly published and available free
of charge to interested external parties.
“DCSA is working for the benefit of the
entire container shipping industry; hence,
it was important for us that the headquarter is located on neutral grounds, so no
specific stakeholders or companies are
favoured,” said Mr Simha.
The location of the association’s headquarters in Amsterdam will not favour
any of the large shipping companies and
will provide proximity to shipping infrastructure and ease of access. It is also an
attractive location for employees.
“DCSA is working for the benefit of the
entire container shipping industry, so it
was important for us that the headquarters
is located on neutral grounds, with no specific stakeholders or companies being
favoured,” stated Mr Simha.
In May, ocean carriers CMA CGM,
Evergreen, Hyundai Merchant Marine,
ZIM, and Yang Ming joined the DCSA.
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NAPA becomes first certified application provider for Inmarsat IoT service
https://www.napa.fi/
https://www.inmarsat.com/
Inmarsat and NAPA have signed an agreement to enable shipowners and managers
to access and analyse real-time onboard
data more efficiently through a dedicated
application hosted on Inmarsat’s new Fleet
Data IoT service.
Fleet Data, which was developed by
Inmarsat and Danelec Marine, collects
data from onboard sensors, pre-processes
that data, and uploads it to a central
cloud-based database equipped with a
dashboard and an Application Process
Interface (API).
NAPA will use this data to offer services for vessel performance monitoring,
analytics and optimisation.
Research published last year by
Inmarsat on digital transformation in
shipping* indicated that, on average, ship
operators and managers plan to spend
$2.5 million on IoT-based solutions
within three years and expect average
IoT-driven cost savings of 14 per cent over

the next five years.
However, the research strongly suggested that a greater maritime appetite for
IoT-based solutions would emerge if more
data could be delivered and analysed in
real-time.
“We are delighted that NAPA will be
our first certified application provider for
Fleet Data. This partnership and the
NAPA application will help overcome
key difficulties faced by those frustrated
with the challenge of aggregating vessel
data on-board and getting it efficiently
onshore to improve fuel optimisation,”
said Stefano Poli, VP, business development, Inmarsat Maritime.
“It will allow ship operators and managers to access, control and analyse their
own data, through the NAPA application
on Fleet Data and via a secure platform
that is fully scalable, fleet-wide and now
commercially available on both Fleet
Xpress and FleetBroadband,” said Mr Poli.
“Our NAPA Fleet Intelligence platform
is built to utilise ship performance data
from all kinds of data sources, such as

noon reports, or AIS, and to scale according to the data available, allowing as many
vessels as possible to use data to improve
their operations,” stated Mr Pekka
Pakkanen, director, development, NAPA
Shipping Solutions.
“However, the most accurate performance evaluations and predictions need
both good quality and high frequency
data, which is just what Fleet Data provides. For us, the key is to provide value
from the data collected, based on expertise in hydrodynamics, optimisation and
analytics. This scalable way of obtaining
data opens new possibilities to enhance
the benefits of this value added service
for the whole shipping industry,” added
Mr Pakkanen.
In addition to Fleet Data, Inmarsat is
also providing dedicated bandwidth services for application providers across both
its L-Band and Ka-Band networks and
recently signed an agreement with SRH
Marine SAIT to provide ECDIS updates via
FleetBroadband.
*The Industrial IOT on Land and

Stefano Poli, VP, business development,
Inmarsat Maritime
at Sea – published July 2018; research
commissioned to Vanson Bourne, specialist technology market research company.
For
more
information
visit
http://research.inmarsat.com/

Microsoft backs $11m Nautilus AI platform Denmark pilots digital seafarer certificates
https://nautiluslabs.co/
Microsoft is supporting the development
of artificial intelligence (AI) to improve
fuel efficiency on ships with a US $11 million in Series A funding for Nautilus Labs.
The funding will be used to develop
Nautilus Labs’ platform that helps shipping companies to reduce fuel consumption by up to 10 per cent in a single voyage
and 30 per cent with wider deployment.
The platform provides real-time insights
into fleet performance and ways to
improve voyage economics. Data is unified from any source on ship or shore and
contextualised with AIS, meteorological,
and other third-party data.
As well as Microsoft’s venture arm M12,
Nautilus has received funding from Root
Ventures, Quiet Capital, Trail Mix, and
Amplifier Lab, bringing the total to $14.5
million since Nautilus was founded in 2016.
“Nautilus is creating an economic
imperative for shipping businesses to

reduce their fuel consumption,” explained
Matt Heider, chief executive officer,
Nautilus. “Think of us as the artificially
intelligent first mate that helps the captain
and the crew to always take the profitmaximising (and fuel-reducing) decision.
Over thousands of voyages for hundreds
of ships, we’re able to generate meaningful
savings while bringing transparency and
accountability to the industry.”
To date, Nautilus has signed with several fleets, including Teekay, Dorian LPG,
and Eagle Bulk Shipping.
Matt Goldstein, partner at M12, stated:
“By applying machine learning and artificial intelligence to ocean commerce,
Nautilus is upending traditional maritime
shipping inefficiencies as it builds towards
supporting a more sustainable global trade
environment. We are proud supporters of
the Nautilus team’s mission and believe
they possess the tools and experience
needed to digitise one of the world’s oldest
industries.”

https://www.dma.dk/

master and the shipping company will
also have access to their crews’ certificates
via the app. Data will be easy to present to
maritime and port authorities prior to port
calls, which has great potential for streamlining the often burdensome procedures of
ship-port interface.
A pilot project is beginning in May 2019
with launch expected for the end of 2019.

The Danish Maritime Authority (DMA) is
preparing the launch of digital certificates
via a new app, allowing seafarers to access
their certificates quickly and easily.
Development is underway, and an initial test voyage is expected to begin in late
May. Once available, the digital certificates will be a welcome change for
those with experience in handling
many pieces of paper
used for documentation for seafarers
today.
One app will be
used to access and
maintain
seafarer
certificates. The app
will enable seafarers
to store, view, and
share their data via
the app. The ship The app will enable seafarers to access their certificates via their
smartphones. Image courtesy of the DMA

Data utilisation platform launched
https://www.classnk.or.jp

The latest funding from Microsoft will help Nautilus Labs to
further develop its fuel optimisation platform using AI

Ship Data Centre (ShipDC), a wholly
owned subsidiary set up by ClassNK, has
announced the global launch of IoS-OP
(Internet of ships open platform), a platform for data distribution and utilisation
under common rules.
The aim of the IoS-OP is to create a
new maritime cluster in the digital age
that will continue throughout future
generations. In order to accomplish this,
IoS-OP distinguishes cooperative domain
and competitive domain. In the cooperative domain, IoS-OP users will collect and
safely store data at ShipDC and ShipDC
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will distribute the data under common
rules agreed by the stakeholders. In the
competitive domain, IoS-OP users will
utilise the data and create data-driven
innovation.
Speaking on the launch of IoS-OP, Mr.
Yasuhiro Ikeda, president of ShipDC said:
“We have prepared a platform where
everyone could make data-driven innovation under the agreed rules. Now, it is time
to invite everyone to join the initiative to
create innovative solution in the maritime
industry.”
The announcement was made at a seminar held during Sea Asia Exhibition on
April 9, 2019.
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OSM rolls out full ship management services in Cyprus
https://www.osm.no/
OSM is extending its digital network and
offering full ship management services
across Cyprus, providing new opportunities for the Central European and Middle
East markets.
The ship management company has

OSM is now offering full ship management
services from Cyprus, targeting the Central
European and Middle East markets

reportedly seen its client base grow around
Cyprus and has therefore decided to offer
full management services including technical
management
out
of
the
Mediterranean country, according to OSM
founder, chairman and chief executive
Bjørn Tore Larsen.
“We have full ship management out of
offices in Norway, Singapore and Helsinki.
Now with Cyprus fully compliant to offer
technical management we are ensuring we
remain a ship management company for
owners and their charterers to work closely with” said Mr Larsen.
“We chose Cyprus 12 years ago to run
some of our ship management and back
office services, but now we have expanded
it into a full ship management centre.”
Ship management services in Cyprus
will be focused on the Middle East and
Central European shipowner markets.
Mr Larsen says that ship management
has become a much bigger industry in
recent years and leading companies such
as OSM have to be able to provide the right
level of services to shipowners to succeed.
“To reap the rewards,you need to offer
products that customers are happy with,”
he says, adding that this is not just a ques-

tion about cost.
“As charter requirements, regulations
that are both regional and international,
public opinion and social pressure,
increasingly influence maritime operations, it requires a much higher level of
competence and expertise across many different fields. This is an expertise level that
may be hard to find in a smaller or underpriced ship management firm.”
The expanded Cyprus office has
already taken in some dry bulk vessels and
tankers under management, and has more
coming in. The Limassol office will also
serve as the Central European Hub for the
company’s OSERV supply chain and procurement services.
All OSM offices are fully connected and
linked to the company’s 24/7 operations
centre in Singapore, where the technical
decisions are made and where it can monitor and manage the company’s global
fleet. Other ship management centres,
including the new Cyprus centre, all act as
back up to Singapore if the need arises.
OSM aims to become a highly-predictive analytical, artificial intelligence and
machine learning-based organisation in
2020.

Dutch shipping company rolls out Veson cloud solution
https://www.hudigveder.nl/
https://veson.com/
Rotterdam-based shipping and forwarding
company Hudig & Veder has selected
Veson Nautical’s Veslink IMOS Platform
(VIP) to provide end-to-end functionality,
standardised workflows, and easy access
to data to assist with Hudig & Veder’s digital transformation strategy.
The Veslink IMOS Platform provides
insight on business operations and efficiency. It delivers information on voyage
management,
chartering,
financials,
bunker management, business intelligence, voyage reporting, and more.
“Our partnership with Veson represents
a complete transformation of our current
way of working,” stated Jon Scholten,
senior ship broker at Hudig & Veder. “The
system will transform our workflows from

labour-intensive
into a smooth and
efficient operation,
enabling our team
to focus on assisting
our customers in
the best way possible and finding
profitable cargoes
for our vessels.”
“The
Veslink
IMOS
Platform
supports our complete process on the
The Veslink IMOS Platform provides end-to-end functionality,
commercial, operastandardised workflows, and easy access to data
tional, and financial side,” said
Thom Lems, project manager, IT at Hudig data entry, and improve connection
& Veder. “It will help us to reduce our between our departments.”
“It is exciting to work alongside Hudig
high quantities of daily email, streamline
manual processes, eliminate duplicate & Veder as they develop and evolve their

MESPAS and NETVISION
launch integrated
ship management and
crewing solution
https://mespas.com/
https://www.netvisioncorporation.com/
Zurich-based MESPAS and Singaporebased NETVISION have teamed up to
provide an integrated software package
for technical ship management and
crewing.
The package provides a complete
source of professional technical ship management functions from one hand, which
have been tried and tested over many
years in collaboration with users and are
already established systems in many hundreds of vessels.
The solution combines NETVISION’s
Compas software crew managing system
with MESPAS’s TSM, a technical ship
management software. Compas provides
complete management of all aspects of a
crew’s activities including crew planning,
crew management, crew database, training, assessment, payroll, work and rest
hours reporting, travel plans and more.
MESPAS’s TSM encompasses maintenance, procurement, QHSE, operations
and now crewing. Both the MESPAS and
NETVISION concepts are based on cloud
computing, ensuring one unique set of
data across fleets.
The integrated package provides all
requirements for technical ship management in one solution, enabling easy and
simple access to data and information to
improve business efficiency.

digital strategy,” commented Robert
Bewick, commercial manager at Veson
Nautical. “We at Veson are looking forward to helping them realise the full
impact of their new solution.”
“We are eager to see the impact of the
new system, especially as we evolve our
new IT strategy,” continued Lems. “Our
digital course is clear for the future, and we
recognise that it is a long voyage with
many steps. The Veslink IMOS Platform,
and our cooperation with Veson Nautical,
is one step in the right direction.”

Thorco increases visibility of charter party compliance with Navis Bluetracker
http://www.thorcoprojects.com/
https://www.navis.com/
Copenhagen-based Thorco Projects has
selected Navis’ Bluetracker solution to
monitor and analyse the fuel consumption
and vessel performance of its own and
chartered vessels.
The Charter Monitor module of
Bluetracker monitors the operational
speed versus fuel oil consumption as
agreed upon with the charter party, providing greater visibility of charter-party
compliance. The system gives automatic
notification if the speed consumption
curve exceeds certain limits, which enables
closer collaboration between Thorco
Projects and its ship managers to continu-

ously optimise vessel performance.
The system fosters closer internal collaboration between the performance and
operations departments by both working
with a single source of truth, easy to use
and to share data. The system also runs a
plausibility and estimation engine to
ensure a level of high data consistency and
quality based on data collection sources.
“Operating a mixed fleet of own and
chartered vessels in a spot-market business is often a challenge, since the operational vessel performance data are being
evaluated from different perspectives
with different priorities,” said Thomas
Mikkelsen, CEO at Thorco Projects.
“Establishing a multi-tenant source of
truth that ensures the same level of knowl-

The scope of the current initial agreeedge about operational data in real-time of
different stakeholders is a step towards ment includes 12 contracted vessels.
effective operations in a
dynamic market based
on collaboration.”
“The availability of
operational vessel performance data at any
place, at any time, is
seen as an added value –
especially by the technical managers amongst
our customers using
Bluetracker,” said Selke
Eichler, global director Thorco Projects will use Navis’ Bluetracker solution to monitor
customer support at and analyse the fuel consumption and vessel performance of
Navis
Carrier
and
its own and chartered vessels
Vessel Solutions.
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New app to help save millions lost on
rejected demurrage claims
A new app developed by a specialist demurrage analyst hopes to save the oil and tanker industry millions
by simplifying the demurrage claims process. Digital Ship spoke with the creator of the app,
Leena Asher to find out more.

I

n the oil and tanker industry, millions of dollars are being lost due to
the rejection of demurrage claims as
a result of delays in submission
beyond the agreed time bar.
Demurrage is a simple calculation of
over use of time over and above what has
been agreed between oil tanker owners
and charterers. A demurrage claim is made
by a shipowner to a charterer if the load-

ing/unloading is delayed and if the owner
is breaching the laytime as stated in its
charter party contract. However, speaking
to Digital Ship, Leena Asher, a specialist
demurrage analyst said that claims are
being rejected because submission is made
after the agreed time bar, something that is
not an unusual occurrence.
A claim can fail or be rejected if not
made within the allocated time period,

Leena Asher, specialist demurrage analyst and creator of I-Demurrage

sometimes in as little as 90 days in the
tanker industry, or if the correct documentation does not accompany the claim. This
can leave shipowners at a significant loss.
“The demurrage industry in itself is worth
millions of dollars,” Ms Asher said.
Shipowners therefore have to be extremely careful when submitting a demurrage
claim, ensuring they have the correct documentation and do so within the time
period to minimise the chance of it being
rejected.
Realising the problems shipowners
were facing and the losses tied up in submitting late claims for demurrage, Ms
Asher developed an app that calculates
demurrage claims on the go and without
access to their usual systems, helping to
save the oil and tanker industry significant
costs. To calculate demurrage using the IDemurrage app, the user inputs five fields
and the calculator then works out the
demurrage and emails the results back to
the user.
Ms Asher explained to Digital Ship that
she noticed there was a gap in the market
for a technology that could help to reduce
these delays in demurrage claim submissions and the losses associated with rejected claims. “I have been travelling between
offices and carry my work along and I

Tsakos Columbia rolls out ShipMoney payment solution
https://shipmoneycorporate.com/
Seafarers employed on Tsakos-owned
vessels operated under its management
arrangement
with
Columbia
Shipmanagement will now be paid electronically as opposed to by ‘Cash-byMaster’, under an agreement signed with
global maritime payments provider
ShipMoney.
Under the arrangement, crew members
will have complete control and access to
their wages while onboard, including the
timing and currency of remittances sent
home. It will also dramatically reduce
the need for large amounts of cash to
be delivered to ships and eliminate
the need for Tsakos to administer individual crew wire payments sent to home
bank accounts.
The latest contract with the Greecebased ship management company will see
ShipMoney’s products being rolled out to
its fleet of 90 vessels consisting of tanker,
container and dry cargo ships, following a
successful trial.
“Our crew is the most important asset
we have in our company. By introducing
ShipMoney, we’ve been able to streamline

the onboard crew payment process across
the fleet by enhancing the safety in money
transfer, reducing costs, saving time and
providing a new benefit to our valued
crewmembers and their families,” said
Harry Katsipoulakis CFO, Tsakos
Columbia Shipmanagement.
“We are very excited to be working
with Tsakos Columbia Shipmanagement
and to be able to introduce our electronic
payment programme to its crew worldwide. One of the important benefits to
the deal relates to foreign exchange,
which is often a hidden cost for crew. The
majority of today’s crew are contracted
and paid in US Dollars and most employers remit individual US dollar wire payments to individual seafarer bank
accounts. If the seafarer’s home bank
account is not denominated in Dollars,
then the receiving bank has complete control over the conversion from US Dollars
to the currency of the crew member’s
account,” said Stuart Ostrow, president of
ShipMoney.
“A 2017 World Bank study identified
that banks are the most expensive option
when converting currency with an average
cost of approximately 11 per cent. Mobile

Money offered the least expensive option
at less than 4 per cent. Over the life of a
crew member’s career, this differential
could be substantial. ShipMoney is truly a
win-win for both Tsakos and its crew
members,” Mr Ostrow added.

Stuart Ostrow, president of Maritime
Payment Solutions – ShipMoney
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realised I was not always close to my systems and in the office environment to prepare the calculations and send out the
claim. This is when I realised with almost
every activity available on the mobiles
today, there was no app for the demurrage
industry. That began the start of the IDemurrage journey,” Ms Asher told us.
While Ms Asher has been developing
the app since May 2018, her background
spans more than 20 years working alongside one of the largest oil companies in
upstream and downstream operations.
“My background did certainly help me to
identify the gap initially,” she explained.
There were some challenges in developing the app, largely “designing the calculations that would work in the background,”
Ms Asher told us. “Every morning I was
start with a clear mind to improve of
where I had left it the previous day. It took
me several tests before I was satisfied with
the final product.”
Following the initial development of the
app, several peers began messaging Ms
Asher and giving her feedback about the
app, which led to further developments
and its eventual launch. Ms Asher hopes
that the app can help the oil and tanker
industry save their claims from being time
DS
barred and reduce capital losses.

BASS unveils data
archiving solution
http://bassnet.no/
BASS has announced the release of the
first version of BASSnet Data Archiving.
The tool will help customers maintain a
lean and optimised live database, whilst
retaining data integrity.
BASSnet Data Archiving is a solution to
help data managers archive and remove
redundant and obsolete information in a
safe manner. Data model interdependencies, business needs, and regulatory requirements make it challenging for companies to
create intelligent data archiving solutions.
According to BASS, BASSnet Data
Archiving was developed as a result of
increasing reliance on digitalisation to manage everyday operations and the subsequent rapid growth in data volume, which
increases the burden on critical systems
over time. BASS believes that continuing
unchecked, this can affect the performance
of related systems and hampers end-users’
agility to execute their daily operations.
The BASSnet Data Archiving solution is
now available for BASSnet Maintenance
and BASSnet Procurement modules at the
office site, with more support to come soon.
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Shipping companies turn to the
Cloud to change the way they work
Implementation of technology and digitising processes and procedures is an obvious way to improve efficiency and
ensure vessels are running at optimum levels, but many shipowners are still wary of changing the status quo,
writes Alexander Buchmann, managing director of Hanseaticsoft.

T

his is something that is slowly
changing, and technology is
starting to reshape how shipping companies do business.
Whilst shipping may be playing catch up
compared to other industries there are
exciting developments ahead for those that
embrace digital technology.
One of the hot topics currently is ‘smart
shipping’ - highly automised or
autonomous vessels. The Clyde Co and
IMareEST Technology in Shipping Report
found that most respondents forecast the
introduction of smart shipping in the next
10-15 years.
Companies such as Rolls-Royce even
suggest autonomous shipping is the future
of the maritime industry. They say it’s as
disruptive as the smartphone and the
smart ship will revolutionise the landscape
of ship design and operations.
Some though are taking a ‘wait and see’
approach when it comes to adopting smart
shipping technologies and it could be
some years before the true impact of this
on the shipping industry is known.
One of the barriers is likely to be the
lack of technical expertise. Indeed, the
Technology in Shipping Report highlighted that the skill set and competencies of
crew to use new technologies was a concern when it came to smart shipping.
Whilst the industry hasn’t been
renowned for innovation, one technology
that has already had a big impact on other
industries in the past ten years and is now
causing waves in the shipping industry is
the Cloud.
The cloud facilitates the access of business data and applications from anywhere
at any time and with any mobile device.
Investing in cloud technology is improving
collaboration between teams on shore and
at sea and creating a connected workplace
culture that supports strategic business
goals.
Cloud technology is straightforward
and easy to implement, plus staff don’t

need to have advanced IT skills as shipping
cloud software is intuitive and requires
minimal training. For those wary of change
or who have concerns over the competency
of their crew when it comes to technology,
the cloud can be a great solution.
But what are the advantages for shipping companies?

How companies benefit
from cloud technology
Cloud-based software is enabling companies to optimise the management of their
entire fleet, automate their processes,
improve their communications, increase
their business performance, improve operational efficiencies and drive down costs.
A major benefit is the improved communication between staff on board ships
and those in head office. Whether that’s
crew planning, the execution of payroll or
the evaluation of seamen, digital data is
always up-to-date and available where it
is needed.
Without the cloud it would be difficult
for crews, head office teams and other parties to keep up to date with processes and
other management and administrative
issues, making companies less agile and
able to deal with issues immediately.
Additionally, cloud solutions enable
companies to drastically reduce their IT
spending. Using a cloud-based system,
there is no need to buy any additional
hardware, take care of servers or pay costly maintenance or up-front fees.
The cloud is also helping companies
integrate systems and processes from different departments to a central data source,
which is still a major challenge for many
companies. With tasks carried out by both
land and sea teams a lack of integration has
previously meant less transparency across
the business.
The cloud enables information to be
centralised in one place and made accessible no matter where staff are based - ensuring that systems and processes are inte-

grated and data silos removed – which in
turn allows operators to gain a complete
360-degree overview of their fleet and
entire operations.
Most importantly the cloud is changing
how information is exchanged and
accessed. There is no more need to send
emails back and forth, requesting or forwarding information. Data that is entered
at one end is automatically available to
everybody else using a cloud-based solution. Information is available in real-time
regardless of time or location, reducing
time spent on administration.
The cloud is helping automate and
improve tasks such as purchasing and
stock planning, as well as complying with
regulations such as keeping track of
waste, sewage and sludge disposals. Even
staff wellbeing can be addressed using
cloud applications, as crew shifts and rest
periods can be tracked to ensure companies comply with industry guidelines and
standards.
A key benefit of using cloud applications is that they are constantly updated
and improved as new technologies become
available. These updates are automatically
installed with no need for manual effort
and can help shipping companies’ future
proof their business.

Committing to the cloud
Increasingly, CEOs and managers want
new technology because it will cut costs and
make them more competitive, but they also
need to keep in mind that the adoption of
new technologies and trends always opens
new ways of handling processes.
Technology can change the way companies access information, the way they
communicate, how they share data, how
they interact with their vessels and crew
or how they collaborate with partners
or contractors.
This re-evaluation is one of the biggest
challenges that companies are facing on
their digital journey - whether to employ

Alexander Buchmann, managing director,
Hanseaticsoft
new people or train existing staff. To reap
the full benefits of technology, companies
need people with different skill sets who
are more analytical to be able to understand and rethink processes.
However, change is happening, and
many shipping companies are embracing
cloud platforms as they become increasingly affordable and accessible. This is
enabling companies to implement smarter,
faster and more effective processes to
streamline their operations and remain
competitive.
The big winners are the companies that
are willing to adapt their processes and
procedures, hire tech-savvy staff and take
full advantage of technology, whether
that’s the cloud or smart shipping in the
future, to change the way they work for
the better.
DS
Author: Alexander Buchmann, managing
director, Hanseaticsoft

ABS pilots AI for corrosion detection
https://absinfo.eagle.org/
A pilot project applying artificial intelligence (AI) models to detect levels of corrosion and coating breakdown on ships and
offshore structures has been successfully
demonstrated by ABS, Google Cloud and
SoftServe.
The project proved high accuracy of AI
in detecting and assessing structural
anomalies commonly found during visual
inspection. AI techniques could be further
used to analyse images over time to under-

stand corrosion and coating breakdown
trends.
“Digital innovation in AI will
change how surveys and maintenance
strategies are executed, driving more
condition-based approaches to class
and maintenance,” said ABS chairman,
president and CEO, Christopher J.
Wiernicki. “We are building a future
in which digital tools can remotely
assess the condition of a ship or
offshore unit, and automatically detect
and measure coating breakdown and

other structural issues, improving safety
and reliability.”
"We are excited to team with Google
Cloud and SoftServe to effectively apply
AI technology to the marine and offshore
industries," said ABS deputy chief digital
officer, Kashif Mahmood. “By combining
our deep domain experience in offshore
and marine structures with Google
Cloud’s extensive knowledge of AI applications and SoftServe’s development capabilities, we were able to take this idea from
concept to reality.”
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ABS, Google Cloud and SoftServe have
successfully demonstrated that ai can be
used to detect corrosion and coatings
breakdown on ships
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Platform
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an industry ﬁrst “Live Hack of a Mobile Drilling Platform”
at the 2019 OilComm Conference & Exposition. During
this innovative presentation, Munro will carry out some
live hacking demonstrations showing how poor security
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A smart way to share bandwidth
Increasing bandwidth capacity onboard ships is providing a multitude of opportunities for shipowners, including
smoother and faster internet access for crew. However, not all bandwidth is equally distributed, with one
or a few users occupying nearly all of a ship’s bandwidth at any given time. Digital Ship spoke
with Mr Lars Knudsen of SmartShare Systems about new solutions that are enabling
bandwidth capacity to be shared more equally between users.

C

onnectivity between ship and
shore today is not only imperative to efficient and safe vessel
operation but it is now seen as
a necessity by many beginning their
careers at sea. The Crew Connectivity
report launched last year revealed that 92
per cent of seafarers were strongly influenced by internet access when choosing
where to work. Moreover, the ability to use
apps like Skype or FaceTime to communicate with family and friends thousands of
miles away have been proven to significantly reduce feelings of isolation and
improve the mental health of those working at sea.
Expensive satellite bandwidth has previously meant dedicating most, if not all,
onboard capacity to vessel operations and
business, leaving crew with limited access.
Today, thanks to the delivery of new highthroughput satellites, communications
technology is delivering heightened bandwidth that provides shipowners with the
opportunity to allocate increasing bandwidth to crew. Recent trends indicate the
split between internet communications for
crew and vessel operations is balancing.
However, one issue remains and that is
the difficulty in distributing bandwidth
equally between various users onboard a
vessel. Whether they are choosing to Skype
loved ones back home, watch videos to
relax, carry out necessary tasks such as
online banking, or view training videos to
help with their education, there is often
simply not enough bandwidth available at
one time for multiple users. The reason for
this is that one person may inadvertently
be occupying a huge proportion of the
available bandwidth, seizing it from other
users. A different user logging online to
check emails or their local news may have
difficulty doing so as a result of all capacity being occupied by the first user.
Speaking with Digital Ship, Lars
Knudsen of Danish company SmartShare
Systems explained that typically, only a
small percentage of users will occupy the
majority of the satellite capacity available.
“The problem is that it is just very difficult
to control or measure how much capacity
each person uses. There is no way for the
crew to realise this is happening as many
applications use a significant amount of
bandwidth without the user having any

idea.” Previous solutions have attempted
to solve this by dedicating Megabyte packages to each crew member, but that does
not solve the issue when multiple users are
occupying the internet at the same time.
While increasing bandwidth capacity
has brought internet to sea, regulation
and fair distribution of this capacity
between onboard users has not yet been
focussed on to the same degree, Mr
Knudsen explained.

bandwidth to be shared with the other
users online in that instant moment. The
idea of splitting bandwidth dynamically
like this is to give all online users access to
the internet required for their task without
affecting the internet use of another person.
Danish company SmartShare Systems
has a patented technology that automatically allocates bandwidth, giving workers
an optimal speed on the internet. Known
as the User Load Balancing (ULB) technol-

SmartShare Systems enables users to get the best experience from bandwidth by
splitting the available capacity

This issue is further exacerbated by the
typical use of more than one device per person. No longer is access to internet via a computer or laptop enough, but connectivity to
the internet via smartphones, smartwatches and many other devices is expected.

Smart sharing
One way to ensure onboard users get the
best experience from bandwidth available
is to split the capacity evenly, enabling a
user to only occupy “his/her” share of the
available bandwidth, meaning one user is
no longer able to occupy unproportional
parts of the bandwidth. This allows, for
example, one user to stream a video while
another checks emails without bothering
each other. If a user is not occupying all of
“his/her” proportionate part, the remaining is dynamically thrown into the pool of

One way to ensure users get the best experience from
bandwidth is to split the capacity evenly, enabling a user
to only occupy “his/her” share of the available bandwidth

ogy, it can be described as an IT roundabout that makes all traffic flow smoothly
without any queues or slow response
times. The technology identifies the number of users, analyses their behaviour and
allocates a suitable amount of bandwidth
based on that individual’s needs.
This ULB is integrated into all
SmartShare Systems’ products. Mr
Knudsen explained to us how it works.
“All bandwidth is constantly divided into
shares equal to the amount of active online
users. This way no user is able to “steal”
huge amounts of bandwidth and limit
other users in their tasks. Of course, prioritisation can be needed for certain devices
like a PC on the bridge running corporate
applications. This PC can be granted, for
example, 3 shares when it needs bandwidth. When not in use this PC takes no
bandwidth. This way, we ensure no capacity is lost,” he said.
Another key point is that the user can
see how much capacity they are occupying, increasing awareness of an individual’s internet use at any given time.
In several tests carried out by
SmartShare, the importance of sharing
bandwidth capacity is highlighted. In one
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case, a BitTorrent download vs. Speed test
was carried out. A computer downloading
a Linux image using BitTorrent was compared with a computer performing a speed
test. The connection download bandwidth
was 400 kbit/s. Without SmartShare, the
download bandwidth was disrupted. The
computer using BitTorrent occupied at 388
kbit/s and the computer carrying out the
speed test used only 0.02 kbit/s. When
SmartShare’s StraightShaper 4000 Satellite
was deployed, the bandwidth was split
near equal with the BitTorrent computer
receiving 197 kbit/s and the speed test
computer occupying 199 kbit/s.
In typical situations, a heavier user will
occupy nearly all of the bandwidth. The
leftover capacity will be weak or near useless for other users, degrading their experience. With the addition of SmartShare, all
the users can obtain equal access to the
bandwidth, regardless of what the heavy
users are doing.
The SmartShare team has been providing products for the shore-based markets
for 12 years with a continuously development of the SmartShare technology. It all
started with schools and housing complexes. Today, the company boasts more than
800 worldwide installations. Mr Knudsen
told Digital Ship that the need for this feature is becoming more and more evident
on any VSAT link.
Having only recently entered the maritime market, SmartShare Systems’ technology is already installed on more than 25
vessels, including oil rigs, tankers, yachts,
and offshore supply vessels. The technology is applicable to anyone with a satellite
link, but preferably +512 kbit/s in order to
experience the difference.
SmartShare Systems works with two
kinds of suppliers – the classic well known
VSAT service providers, though not all of
them, and IT suppliers that are selling PCs
and servers to the vessel. Amongst others
SmartShare Systems has implemented its
devices on links provided by top 5 VSAT
service providers, like SpeedCast and ITC.
Mr Knudsen confirmed to us that at present, the company’s solutions are only sold
through partners, but he is happy to help
any potential offshore client to test the
product and assist in finding the appropriate supplier.
SmartShare is currently working on
bringing new dealers into the maritime
market and is looking to target the larger
cruise market in the near future with their
new gigabit product.
DS
Reference:
http://www.crewconnectivity.com/?
product=2018-crew-connectivity-surveyreport
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Shipowners losing millions by
choosing the wrong bunker port
Bunkers are one of the largest costs associated with a voyage, so making the right decisions around it are crucial.
Although many shipping companies have dedicated bunker teams, the decision of where to bunker tends to start
with the chartering manager during their initial voyage estimation.

B

efore a vessel becomes open,
chartering managers begin
to assess multiple voyage
options. This typically happens
well in advance as an unemployed ship
equals unrecoverable earnings (time is a
perishable good). For an accurate voyage
estimate, chartering managers need to collect information on both the vessel and
ports specific to the voyage.
Vessel parameters are often similar for
each voyage: max. cargo capacity, bunkers
remaining on board [ROB], tank capacities,
consumption tables, allowed drafts,
planned sailing speeds, etc.
However, voyage parameters are mostly variable and need to be gathered for all
voyage options: sea distances, weather
forecasts, calling costs, FFA rates and of
course, bunker prices.
There are established software solutions
for most of the above (e.g. Seametrix or
Netpas for sea distances, StormGeo for
weather routing, DA Desk or Diabos for
calling costs), however bunker prices are
more complex as it’s not enough to only
check bunkering options at the load and
discharge ports.
As the screenshot of our new software
illustrates, even a short voyage across the
Mediterranean has many potential bunkering options:
For a thorough voyage estimation, commercial operators need to evaluate every
port to check:
• Bunkers only call: is it allowed and if
so, are there additional calling costs?
• Deviation time: What is the time cost of
the deviation?
• Added consumption: How much extra
fuel will be consumed on the deviation?
• ROB: Does the vessel have enough fuel
on board to reach the port?
• Bunkering time: How long will the
bunkering operation take and are
weather delays likely?

• Suppliers and specifications: Who are
the physical suppliers, are they reliable
and do they have the specifications
required?
• Market risk: What is the ETA to each
port? Is it possible to fix the price now
or do I have to wait and risk an upturn
in the market?
• Bunker price: Considering all the
above, what are current prices and are
they low enough to justify stopping
there?
Doing this for each bunker option on every
potential voyage is not feasible even with a
large team, but how much does this really
matter?

Hundreds of thousands
in lost TC earnings:
a case study
A common misconception is that there are
only a handful of major bunker ports in the
world and that these are always the cheapest options. For example, many owners will
repeatedly bunker in one of Singapore,
Rotterdam, Fujairah, Gibraltar or Houston
whenever they sail nearby without evaluating other options. Looking at the data illustrates how expensive this might be.
Example Voyage: Busan-Shanghai-Doha
On a single voyage from Busan (Korea) to
Shanghai (China) to Doha (Qatar), we
found the cheapest bunker port changes
every 2.82 days (accounts for deviations,
calling costs, barging, extra bunker time,
vessel day rate and consumption). This can
be seen in the graph below where each
coloured cross denotes the cheapest bunker
port at that time – and it changes often.
At some point over the last 6 months,
each one of Singapore, Fujairah, Busan,
Shanghai and Zhoushan were the worst of
the five bunkering options for this voyage.
Bunkering at these ports during those
periods would have cost shipowners an
extra +$9.5k, losing $257/day of potential

Assumes lifting 500mt of fuel, vessel day rate of $12k, speed of 11 knots, consumption
of 32mt/day, bunkering concurrently (free time) at Busan/Shanghai but add 10 hours
bunker time and calling costs for bunkers only at Singapore/Fujairah/Zhoushan, includes
barging if applicable (e.g. $5/mt at Shanghai, $0 at Singapore as >500mt) and adds
extra fuel consumed on deviations
TC earnings on this voyage (averaged
and assuming 31 sailing days and 6 days
port stay).
Even choosing the 2nd best option averages to +$2.2k, equalling an extra $60/day
on this voyage.
As our real-life back tests confirm, multiplying this across an entire fleet means
the cost of not choosing the right bunker
port can add up to hundreds of thousands
of lost TC earnings per year.

Where technology
can help
Given the sheer number of moving
options to evaluate, it is unrealistic to
expect chartering, ops or bunker teams to
continually recalculate all possible
bunkering options. Dedicated bunker
desks are typically charged with managing credit lines, negotiating and fixing
firm stems, dealing with claims and now
researching 2020 strategies.
Our technology is built precisely for
this: to grind through thousands of potential bunker options in fractions of a second
and combining it with distances, devia-

tions costs and live prices to reveal the
cheapest options. Besides potentially saving money, it cuts down hours of time collecting bunker indications and calculating
which port would be best.
Automatic updates every 15 minutes
mean any changes in market conditions
are caught, whilst it also doubles as an
accurate distance calculator and bunker
research platform for calling costs, suppliers, extras and specifications in each port.
Performance optimising technologies
are touching many different corners of
maritime and the choice of bunker port
should be no different. As is plain to see
from the data above, spending a few minutes punching in a voyage can reveal drastically cheaper bunkering options. Not
doing so can unknowingly cost owners
and operators hundreds of dollars per day
per vessel.
BunkerEx is currently offering free trials
of their software to help owners make
smarter bunkering decisions.
DS
Author: Ishaan Hemnani, co-founder,
BunkerEx Limited

A common misconception is that there are only
a handful of major bunker ports in the world and
that these are always the cheapest options.

BunkerEx Planner Screenshot (bubble around voyage denotes
max. deviation distance allowed)

References:
1. https://www.clydeco.com/insight/reports/technology-in-shipping
2.https://www.rolls-royce.com/~/media/Files/R/Rolls-Royce/documents/customers/marine/
ship-intel/rr-ship-intel-aawa-8pg.pdf
3. https://www.clydeco.com/insight/reports/technology-in-shipping
4. https://www.clydeco.com/insight/reports/technology-in-shipping
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EXHIBITION PREVIEW

Nor-Shipping exhibitors preview
ABB Marine
Visitors to ABB's stand at this year’s NorShipping will be offered insights into the
advanced technologies and suite of technical services developed as part of its
'Electrical. Digital. Connected' (EDC)
vision for the maritime industry.
ABB will be presenting solutions based
on machine learning and autonomous technologies that aim at assisting bridge officers navigate more safely. Leading edge
tools include ABB Ability™ Marine Pilot
Vision, the situational awareness solution
that offers multiple real-time visualizations
of a vessel’s surroundings and presents the
ship and its environment in ways beyond
the capabilities of the human eye.
ABB equipment was instrumental in a
breakthrough trial of a remotely operated passenger ferry in Finland, proving that human
oversight of vessels from a distance is already
achievable. ABB is also leading the industry in
the development of power sources based on
renewable energy, such as battery power and
fuel cell technology. The company recently
supplied the integrated electric storage solutions that power Iceland’s first electric ferry.
Meanwhile, more owners are connecting to the ABB Ability Collaborative
Operations Center infrastructure, which
uses remote equipment monitoring and
data analytics to enable predictive maintenance, planned interventions or even
remote technical support. Today, some
1300 ships employ ABB electric systems.
Stand E03-12

ClassNK
As a global organisation supporting
shipowners and operators through a network of over 130 surveyor offices around
the world, Japanese classification society
ClassNK will be introducing and updating
visitors to its stand on a range of survey and
advisory services founded on technical independently developed rules and guidelines.
As befits its status as one of the world’s
largest classification societies, with more
than 250 million gross tons on register,
ClassNK is leading the way in maritime
research and development, working closely
with the industry to develop cutting-edge
technological solutions for a safer and greener future in the global maritime community.
For instance, in recent months it has
released both comprehensive guidelines for
ensuring onboard cyber security that ship
owners can adopt in newbuilding projects,
and guidance for the use of fuel oils that are
compatible with IMO’s regulations on fuel
sulphur content, which will be enforced from
1 January 2020. To pave the way for greater
digitalisation, its wholly-owned subsidiary,
Ship Data Centre, has just launched IoS-OP, a
platform for gathering and storing data and
sharing it in a way that takes respects and
protects commercial sensitivities.
Stand B02-10

Inmarsat
The focus for Inmarsat at Nor-Shipping
2019 is enablement and updating visitors
on the range of solutions devised to support uptake of Fleet Xpress, which is
already the market-leading pathway to
digitalisation in the shipping industry.

Inmarsat recently secured its first formal
agreement enabling vessel operators to access
and analyse real-time onboard data through a
dedicated application hosted on its new Fleet
Data IoT service, through software and data
analysis provider NAPA. Fleet Data collects
data from onboard sensors, pre-processes and
uploads it to a cloud-based database featuring
an Application Process Interface (API).
Inmarsat is also providing dedicated
bandwidth services for application
providers across both its L-Band and KaBand networks and recently signed an
agreement with SRH Marine SAIT to provide ECDIS updates via FleetBroadband.
The prioritisation given by seafarers to
connectivity and their rising expectations
from owners is also a key target, demonstrated by the launch of Crew Xpress. The
managed Wi-Fi solution simplifies Internet
access for onboard personnel and includes
the ‘Fleet Hotspot’ web access portal,
whose multiple payment options allows
owners to offset connectivity costs.
Inmarsat has also enhanced its maritime
cyber security service, Fleet Secure, adding
Fleet Secure Endpoint to isolate and
remove infections introduced to ship networks and the Fleet Secure Cyber
Awareness training app for mobile devices.
Stand B02-30

Intellian
Intellian, the market-leading satellite communication antenna system provider, will
be highlighting its state-of-the-art, futureproofed NX technology platform at NorShipping 2019. Visitors can find out how it
combines state-of-the-art new hardware,
software and logistics solutions designed
to simplify VSAT across the board while
increasing value and utility.
Intellian will also place the spotlight on the
world’s first maritime antenna system with
tri-band and multi-orbit capability, its revolutionary v240MT. Capable of switching automatically between C-, Ku- and Ka-band, the
v240MT also has the unique ability to connect
to both geostationary and non-geostationary
satellites, ensuring that service providers and
end-users can access the broadest spread
of services today, and leverage new constellations and networks in the future.
Stand B03-25

Hatteland Technology
Hatteland Technology will introduce its full
range of cost-effective Series E Panel
Computers at Nor-Shipping 2019, in addition
to demonstrating cutting-edge solutions and
‘Smart Displays’ from its recently diversified
and industry-leading product portfolio.
The advanced new Series E Panel
Computers will be available in 15.6”, 21.5”,
24” and 27” display sizes, and can be ordered
with or without touch screen operation. The
Series E range’s robust build quality, technological inventiveness and operational simplicity echo the principles which have
secured Hatteland’s reputation for userfriendliness and unmatched viewing clarity.
Elsewhere on its stand, Hatteland
Technology will also be exhibiting its Ultra
High Definition 4K displays, boasting the
most modern touch technology and
strongest optical bonding on the market.

Visitors can also see new Hattelandbranded products including cameras and
switches, while staff will be on hand to deliver in-depth product information and demonstrations, and show how the company’s
recently expanded portfolio also enables
integrated, high-quality IoT solutions.
Stand B02-25

Marlink
Visitors to Marlink’s Nor-Shipping stand will
find out how powerful cyber security and IT
compliance solutions enable maritime businesses to avoid penalties, increase efficiency
and save money. Marlink staff will be available
to discuss forthcoming updates to the firm’s
benchmark Cyber Guard portfolio – a ‘holistic’,
flexible series of tools, processes and cyberthreat counter-measures designed to ‘protect,
detect and resolve’, including antivirus, IT
infrastructure and software management, as
well as cyber competence training.
Allied to this, Marlink will be promoting
its KeepUp@Sea solution, which ensures
that vessel networks are up to date and IT
Compliant. The solution’s modules include
security software updates, a data recovery
service and continuous monitoring of PC
networks for troubleshooting and maintenance. Staff will also be on hand to explain
how developments to Marlink’s XChange
integrated communication management
platform are supporting the ongoing digital
transformation of the marine industry.
Stand B02-16

Wärtsilä
Wärtsilä will be highlighting its latest developments towards its Smart Marine Ecosystem
vision, whereby smart vessels will sail between
smart ports in an environment of greater efficiency, better safety, and improved sustainability. The company is committed to promoting
continued growth and profitability for its customers. Among the new product introductions
will be the Wärtsilä 14 high-speed engine.
Highly versatile, compact in size, and engineered to support a wide range of applications
within the marine and offshore markets, the
Wärtsilä 14 serves both for main propulsion
and auxiliary genset applications, and is ideal
for hybrid installations. The engine will be
used in the new Wärtsilä HYTug 40 hybrid tug,
designed for shallow draft operations. Along
with a hybrid propulsion solution, the
HYTug40 features low operating costs and
reduced maintenance. When fitted with a
Wärtsilä NOx reduction system (NOR), it
comfortably meets IMO Tier III requirements.
Stand D03-40

Kongsberg Maritime
This year’s Nor-Shipping provides Kongsberg
Maritime with the opportunity to consolidate
its global presence as an industry leader in the
fields of maritime digitalisation, ship intelligence and autonomous vessel technology, following the recent acquisition of Rolls-Royce
Commercial Marine by the Kongsberg Group.
Kongsberg Maritime’s ‘Full Picture’ portfolio
has expanded significantly as a result, unlocking potential for new efficiencies from state-ofthe-art operational technology, engines, propellers, deck handling equipment and ship
design; all from a single global supplier.
The company’s ongoing mission to devel-
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op new solutions for safe and sustainable
marine operations is a key theme on the
Kongsberg Maritime Nor-Shipping stand.
Visitors can find out how the unification of
energy, handling and operational technology
is enabling a more efficient and environmentally sustainable maritime future, from the
conception and design of a vessel through
engineer and its entire operational lifecycle.
Stand C03-14

NSSLGlobal
Maritime satcoms and IT solutions provider
NSSLGlobal will showcase its full VSAT rack
at Nor-Shipping 2019, demonstrating the technology that enables its award-winning VSAT
IP@SEA and FusionIP services.
FusionIP switches seamlessly between cellular and VSAT networks to provide ‘alwayson’ connectivity within European coastal
waters. While VSAT IP@SEA is NSSLGlobal’s
maritime broadband VSAT service for commercial vessels, offering the most extensive KuBand and C-Band coverage in the industry.
Also on display will be NSSLGlobal’s
next-generation virtualised appliance,
Cruise Control+, which offers seamless endto-end management of communications and
IT services. The Cruise Control+ portal provides the ship’s captain with a holistic view
and real-time visibility into the different
data services running on the vessel, as a way
of managing and controlling the bandwidth
usage, VSAT/LTE connectivity, cybersecurity and internet activity on board.
The SAILOR 4300 terminal, connecting
vessels to the newly-launched Iridium
Certus service - a new L-Band offering providing global speeds of up to 352kbps – will
also be on the stand, alongside the Cobham
SAILOR 600 and Lars Thrane LT-3100.
Stand B05-17

StormGeo
StormGeo launches new versions of
NaviPlanner BVS and NaviUpdate at NorShipping, key offerings in the Navigator
Solutions Portfolio.
Navigator portfolio brings together the
only single-source solution spanning navigation and voyage planning, route optimisation, weather routing and fleet performance management.
StormGeo will present new versions of the
best-selling route optimisation platform,
NaviPlanner BVS and NaviUpdate.
NaviPlanner BVS simplifies the process of
planning and optimising the route, obtaining
the appropriate charts and creating a voyage
plan—without switching between disparate
solutions. NaviUpdate connects NaviPlanner
securely to the ECDIS for direct transfer of
routes and charts. This addresses a major challenge in the shipping industry—the lack of
connectivity and transparency between voyage planning, route optimization solutions
and shore-based decision-making that can
result in operational and fuel inefficiencies.
The Navigator Solutions Portfolio is the
only all-in-one system delivered from one
company and is significant news for ship operations and management because it improves
the connection of the onboard navigational
planning station to continuous shore-based
analysis, advice and decision making.
DS
Stand B02-20
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DON’T BE
FOOLED BY
SPOOFERS

Fugro’s OceanstarTM protects against
deliberate manipulation of a vessel’s
position and course. In the case of a cyberattack, Oceanstar’s spooﬁng alarm triggers
to alert the crew.
OceanstarTM employs independent spoofing
detection techniques: multi-receiver Spatial
Integrity Analysis and Fugro’s unique GNSS
Navigation Message Authentication system,
SatguardTM.

FUGRO
oceanstar@fugro.com
www.fugro.com/oceanstar
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Wilhelmsen and Airbus complete drone delivery pilot
https://www.wilhelmsen.com/
https://www.airbus.com/
Wilhelmsen and Airbus have delivered a
variety of small items to working vessels at
anchorage via drone technology as part of
a drone pilot project in Singapore.
Lifting off from Marina South Pier in
Singapore with 3D printed consumables
from Wilhelmsen’s onshore 3D printing
micro-factory, the Airbus Skyways drone
navigated autonomously along pre-determined ‘aerial-corridors’ in its 1.5km flight to
Eastern Working Anchorage. The drone
landed on the deck of the Swire Pacific
Offshore (SPO)’s Anchor Handling Tug
Supply (AHTS) vessel, Pacific Centurion
and deposited its 1.5kg cargo without a
hitch before returning to its base. The entire
delivery, from take-off towards the vessel, to
landing back at base, took just ten minutes.
Prior to this trial, drone deliveries from

Marius Johansen, VP commercial,
Wilhelmsen Ships Agency

shore-to-ship of this range had not been
completed.
Marius Johansen, VP commercial,
Wilhelmsen Ships Agency, commented:
“The now proven, seamless operation of
drone deliveries from shore-to-ship, in one
of the world’s busiest ports, proves the
hard work, investment and faith we, and
indeed our partners, placed in the Agency
by Air drone delivery project over the past
two years was not misplaced”.
Operations began with a Toolbox Talk
with the Wilhelmsen, Airbus and SPO
crew to ensure that the risk assessment
was understood by all parties. With final
safety checks completed, Wilhelmsen’s
Marina South Pier team loaded the drone.
Supported by spotters stationed on-board
the vessel deck to ensure the safety of the
crew and vessel, the drone took off
towards the vessel, landing on the dedicated area on the main deck where the parcel
was retrieved by the officer on board.
Johansen explained further: “Delivery
of essential spares, medical supplies and
cash to Master via launch boat, is an established part of our portfolio of husbandry
services, which we provide day in and day
out, in ports all over the world. Modern
technology such as Unmanned Aircraft
Systems (UAS), is just a new tool, albeit a
very cool one, with which we can push our
industry ever forward and improve how
we serve our customers”.
Reportedly, autonomous Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have the potential
to reduce delivery costs by up to 90 per
cent in some ports and have a smaller car-

bon footprint than
launch boats.
Duncan Telfer, commercial director, SPO,
commented: “Swire
Pacific Offshore is
excited to partner with
Wilhelmsen in supporting the first shoreto-ship drone pilot
project with our vessel,
Pacific
Centurion.
Wilhelmsen and SPO
Airbus Skyways drone lifting off
share a longstanding
working partnership.
We’re confident that this pioneering shore supply vessels at anchorage 1.5km
move of Wilhelmsen will create new from the pier. With operational safety as a
opportunities for future collaborations priority, flights will be limited to this diswith SPO, improve work efficiency and tance for the time being, before the flight
drive cost savings for players in the off- range is gradually extended to as far as
3km from the shore.
shore industry.”
The Maritime and Port Authority of
Prior to the trial, Wilhelmsen set up necessary maritime and port operations, gain- Singapore (MPA) is facilitating the trial,
ing relevant approvals from port authori- which started in late November 2018,
ties, with Airbus the overall Skyways sys- through the interim use of Marina South
tem architect and provider, contributing its Pier as the launching and landing point for
expertise in aeronautical vertical lift solu- Airbus’ delivery drone. At the same time,
tions to develop the UAS for shore-to-ship MPA has designated anchorages for vessels
to anchor off Marina South for the trial. The
deliveries.
"We are thrilled to launch the first trial Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore is
of its kind in the maritime world. Today’s also working with Wilhelmsen and Airbus
accomplishment is a culmination of to ensure safety of the trials.
A number of customers have already
months of intense preparation by our dedicated team, and the strong collaboration committed to the project including,
with our partner, as we pursue new terrain Optimum Marine Management, Fleet
in the maritime industry," said Leo Jeoh, Management, Zeaborn Ship Management,
Pola East, SK Shipping, and sister compaAirbus Skyways Lead.
The ongoing pilot trial will focus on off- ny Wilhelmsen Ship Management.

Aage Hempel opens new office in Cyprus
https://www.aagehempel.com/
Marine electronics company Aage Hempel
has opened a new office in Limassol,
Cyprus to strengthen its global presence.
The latest office in Cyprus joins the
Spain, Gibraltar, Portugal, Malta, Morocco,
Panama and Netherlands locations.
“We are pleased to announce the opening of our new Limassol office”, said
Ioannis Papaefthymiou, managing direc-

tor, Aage Hempel Group.
“With a strong maritime tradition and
one of the largest third-party ship management fleets in Europe, Cyprus is a pillar of
the shipping industry”, added Chris
Michael, area sales manager for Aage
Hempel Cyprus. “Our new Mediterranean
office located in Limassol will offer expert
technical support locally, and convenient
business hours, to ensure safe ocean travel
and zero down time for all our customers”.

Ioannis Papaefthymiou, managing director and Chris Michael,
area sales manager welcome the new office in Cyprus
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Kongsberg completes Rolls-Royce marine acquisition
https://www.kongsberg.com/
https://www.rolls-royce.com/

Veson Nautical opens
Japanese subsidiary
https://veson.com/

Kongsberg Maritime parent company
Kongsberg Gruppen (Kongsberg) has
completed the acquisition of Rolls-Royce
Commercial Marine (RRCM). RRCM will
operate under the Kongsberg brand and
the Kongsberg Maritime legal entity.
The acquisition was completed on
April 1, following European Commission
approval. Net proceeds after transaction
costs and other adjustments are estimated
to be around £350m to £400m. In 2018,
Commercial Marine reported underlying
revenue of £726m and an underlying loss
of £35m.
The acquisition will enable Kongsberg
Maritime to expand its global presence and
customer proximity to deliver more sustainable, safe and secure marine operations for
all vessel types through technology including automation, navigation and control systems. RRCM’s expertise will strengthen
Kongsberg’s leadership in maritime digitalisation, ship intelligence and enabling technologies for autonomous vessels.
“I have looked forward to this day for a
long time. Together we are now well positioned in the market and our ambition is to
lead the development of the future maritime industry globally in close cooperation with customers and partners. We shall
be the ocean space expert. We have spent a
long-time planning and preparing, now
the work of ensuring a successful integration begins,” said Geir Håøy, CEO,
Kongsberg.
Bård Bjørløw, EVP global sales and
marketing, Kongsberg Maritime, said:
“Our goal is to further develop our track

The acquisition will enable Kongsberg Maritime to expand its global presence
to deliver more sustainable, safe and secure marine operations
record of innovation and dedication in
helping our customers meet the evolving
challenges of the maritime industry, be it
through cutting-edge autonomy and digital solutions or highly reliable power and
propulsion systems. As we continue to create new future-proof answers to today’s
challenges, we’re confident that the integration possibilities of the next generation
of The Full Picture will unlock new efficiencies and contribute to sustainability.”
“I am looking forward to welcoming
3,600 highly skilled new colleagues.
Together we will work for a fast and
smooth integration of people, cultures,
products, solutions and innovative work.
Through world-class technology, customer
focus, the power to innovate and the willingness to change, we will deliver the
results we have promised,” added Egil
Haugsdal, executive vice president,
Kongsberg Maritime.
Digital Ship visited Rolls Royce Marine
in Norway ahead of the acquisition. Rolls
Royce explained to journalists that the

New Wärtsilä radar to increase
safety in busy ports
www.guidance.eu.com
Guidance Marine, a Wärtsilä company, has
launched a new high-resolution radar to
improve safety in ports. The RS24 radar is
the world’s first commercially available Kband maritime radar.
RS24 detects smaller objects and at a
much higher radar resolution than conventional S or X-band radars. RS24 enables
small vessels and other potential hazards
close to large ships to be visible. This promotes safety, especially in congested shipping lanes and busy ports.
According to Wärtsilä, ports around the
world are becoming busier, which increas-

The RS24 high-resolution K-band
maritime radar

es the risk of collisions and damage.
Operators need to be able to see what is
close to the ship at all times, and traditional radar doesn’t always achieve this.
The first orders for the Wärtsilä RS24
have been received and delivered, and
indications are that the system will prove
particularly beneficial to vessels, such as
cruise ships and ferries, that make frequent
port calls. The system is featured in
Wärtsilä’s IntelliTug project, which combines technologies, innovations, and digital solutions to develop a tug with
autonomous navigation. The concept is
aimed at having a vessel capable of performing a range of routine missions
designed to further improve operational
safety and efficiencies for tugs.
The RS24 radar will provide the highest
possible resolution images in the vicinity
of vessels, in areas where conventional
radars cannot penetrate, while at the same
time increasing situational awareness. The
radar images will be integrated with the
onboard Wärtsilä Nacos navigational system for complete coverage.
“This ground-breaking development
offers unparalleled close-range fidelity, providing a level of situational awareness that
is unprecedented in ship radars. It is a major
breakthrough for the marine industry and is

company expected the acquisition to
improve internal efficiency, particularly in
terms of systems. “Rolls Royce is a huge
company with lots of internal systems and
routines that are very well dimensioned
for the air industry. We have been trying
hard to adapt to marine world and have
not always been able to. They are very different markets.” Rolls Royce says that having an owner very much focussed on the
maritime market will be a huge benefit to
the company, particularly in terms of
branding.
Rolls-Royce’s Bergen Engines will be
produced under Rolls-Royce’s Power
Systems business and remain with the
Rolls-Royce brand name. Kongsberg will
however, through a trading arrangement,
have access to Bergen Engines product.
The acquisition will result in Kongsberg
being represented in 40 countries, with
more than 11,000 employees and an annual turnover of more than NOK 22 billion.
Kongsberg will assist more than 30,000
vessels worldwide.

Veson Nautical has opened a new permanent office in the Akasaka district of
Tokyo, Japan, serving as a base of operations for Veson Nautical in Japan and
housing dedicated commercial and professional services experts for the country.
Mr Tokio Mitsuda will lead the new
office, having served previously as the
president of Marcura Japan KK. Mr
Mitsuda brings nearly 30 years of professional maritime experience to his role, the
past 15 years of which has been focused on
business development in Japan.
“Veson Nautical’s software and services fill a true need in Japan’s commercial
maritime market,” stated Mr. Mitsuda. “I
have seen the benefit this tool brings to
our current clients in Japan, and I know
many other companies can use the Veslink
IMOS Platform to optimise their commercial maritime operations.”
“The Asia-Pacific region has always
been important to Veson Nautical’s global
operations, but it is a large area to cover
out of one regional office,” said John
Veson, founder & CEO of Veson Nautical.
“This expansion to Japan will enable our
team to engage deeply with existing
clients and build new, long-term relationships with others in the Japanese maritime
industry.”
“This this new office reflects our commitment to the Japanese market,” continued Mr Veson. “It allows us to increase
our engagement with existing clients and
establishes a base of resources to support
continued growth in the region.”

Navios ShipManagement rolls out
ECDIS update across 160 vessels
Navios ShipManagement, a member of
Navios Group, has confirmed that it is the
first shipping company to roll out SRH
Marine SAIT’s Delta Platform with realtime ECDIS chart updates over Inmarsat’s
FleetBroadband service.
Navios’ 160 tankers, bulkers, and container vessels will use the platform. The
FleetBroadband APN will allow Navios to
update ECDIS charts seamlessly and
securely, on demand and without interrupting their primary bandwidth service.
Chairman and CEO, Navios Group,
Mrs. Angeliki Frangou stated:“The SRH
Delta Platform will allow us to advance eNavigation in our vessels and minimise
associated risks through secure, direct
LAN connectivity & higher reliability.
We have been performing beta tests of
the application on two of our vessels, over
a period of four months, with great success

and we are now confident to proceed with
the installation of the solution into our 160
Tanker, Bulk and Container vessels.”
John Laderos, chief executive, SRH
Marine Electronics, said: “This is a
straightforward and practical solution for
owners seeking to accelerate their e-navigation strategies, allowing data transmission through Fleet Broadband connectivity
that is already in position around the globe
and proven on performance, coverage and
reliability.”
Ronald Spithout, president, Inmarsat
Maritime, commented: “We are delighted
that Navios are the first user of this application and proves without doubt that
FleetBroadband connectivity, which is
available on close to 40,000 vessels, can
help support shipping’s transition to digitalisation for mission-critical applications
such as ECDIS, and is now a unique
enabling platform for applications through
the new dedicated bandwidth APN.”

further evidence of Wärtsilä’s success in
developing technologies in line with its
Smart Marine initiative, aimed at delivering
greater efficiencies, improved safety, and
better environmental performance for its
maritime customers,” said Dr. Sasha Heriot,
business development manager, Guidance

Marine, a Wärtsilä company.
The RS24 radar will be installed on two
cruise ships during the first quarter of 2019.
Trials are also being carried out utilising
the RS24 for wave detection purposes. If
successful, this will have significant implications for the future of passenger comfort.

https://www.navios.com/
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Wallem CEO sets out strategy for change
https://www.wallem.com/
Wallem has updated its corporate identity
to mark the beginning of a profound shift
in its service offering that will harness the
latest technology to improve asset management transparency and efficiency in a
program intended to transform the relationship between owners and their ships.
The new corporate identity and logo
reflects Wallem’s ambition to establish a
fundamentally new approach in collaborating with vessel owners and deliver on
its vision of being ‘the leading provider of
technology-driven maritime solutions in a
customer centric and transparent manner’.
The refreshed strategy is built on three
fundamental values: supporting quality
through safety; transparency through technology; and service through support.
Combined, these principles will enable
Wallem to enhance its current offerings,
including safety management and compliance, crewing, training, asset and commercial management, and ship agency, among
others. They will also provide momentum
for the introduction of new services
required by vessel owners, such as technology consultancy.
Wallem CEO Frank Coles believes a
lack of transparency is inhibiting collaboration and preventing owners from making the most of their vessels. “Giving owners a clearer view of fleet performance and
operational status paves the way for building a more constructive relationship.
Wallem has an opportunity to grow by
taking the initiative in tackling the shortcomings of the traditional model,” he said.
“The new business model with technology also means that transparency is also
needed in the new model in terms of business ethics and transactions for gaining
business. This is not only about clarity of
the operations but how you get the business in the first place!” Mr Coles added.
The Wallem CEO believes that clarity is
key to making better decisions and ultimately improving performance. It will
help at a fleet-level by maximising asset

GreenSteam joins Danish
Green Ship partnership
https://greensteam.com/

Frank Coles, CEO, Wallem

utilisation, at a vessel-level by helping
individual ships run at peak operational
capacity, and at an owner-level by helping
them address ever more stringent regulatory requirements and get to grips with
emerging trends such as digitalisation.
“We want to be consultative experts
and provide world-class support to owners as they grapple with industry-wide
challenges such as IMO’s sulphur cap and
the menace of cyber-threats, whilst maintaining a competitive edge in an increasingly tight market,” Mr Coles added.
“These are the issues shipping is contending with as we head into the 2020s and
the current approach to ship-management
just isn’t compatible. By identifying what
matters, our new vision sets us on a path to
fix that disconnect once and for all.”
Mr Coles believes that as Wallem positions itself for growth, the combination of
transparency and technology is conducive
to delivering a consistently high level of
customer service around the globe. “There
is no industry inherently more global in
nature than shipping. In today’s interconnected world – both technologically and
economically – there is no justification for
regional variations in how owners are supported,” he concluded.

GreenSteam, supplier of machine learning
based vessel performance solutions, has
joined Denmark’s Green Ship of the
Future.
Green Ship of the Future is a public private partnership for innovation, exploration and demonstration of technologies
and methods that make shipping cleaner
and more environmentally friendly.
GreenSteam’s machine learning technology, which helps make sense of factors
affecting vessel performance, will support
Green Ship of the Future’s aim in making
shipping more efficient and working
towards industry decarbonisation.
GreenSteam’s
machine
learning
Discover service will be used as part of the
GSF 2019 Retrofit project, to investigate the
effect of different fuel saving technologies,
or combination of these technologies, have
on vessel performance. The Discover service, which can be applied to all vessel
types, will be used to build an accurate

performance model of the project vessel
and identify a wide range of opportunities
to improve efficiency. Discover will also
highlight any changes to the vessel performance created by the introduction of the
different technologies to the ship and
remove ‘noise’ by understanding external
factors such as hull fouling, sea state and
weather conditions.
Anne Katrine Bjerregaard, head of
Green Ship of the Future, commented:
“The role of digital technology in energy
efficiency and emission reductions is a
core topic in Green Ship of the Future.
GreenSteam’s application of machine
learning is a great example of how data
can deliver deep insight into operational
efficiency, leading to measurable financial
gains
and
emission
reductions.
Accordingly, we are very pleased to welcome GreenSteam and their expertise into
GSF and our work towards a sustainable
development of the maritime industry,
and as a partner in our 2019 retrofit
series.”

Hafnia Lise, the test vessel used in the GSF 2019 Retrofit project

NAVTOR’s NavBox certified cyber secure by DNV GL
https://www.navtor.com/
e-Navigation specialist NAVTOR has
received cyber secure certification from
DNV GL for its NavBox solution.
NavBox automates distribution and
updates digital charts, publications and
other navigational data, guaranteeing both
complete regulatory compliance and security for an increasingly digitised generation of shipowners and operators.
“If we look at the past two years we can
identify a worrying increase of cyber-criminal activity, with high profile attacks targeting, amongst others, key shipping businesses including Maersk and COSCO, as
well as ports such as San Diego and
Barcelona,” said Tor Svanes, CEO, NAVTOR. “And this is really just the tip of the
iceberg.”
NavBox offers a range of security features including an encrypted connection,

transferring data in a format only recognised by NAVTOR software, CRC checks,
the non-transferral of executable files (a
key source of malware) and communication through secure servers. The unit also
operates as a ‘blackbox’, with no screen,
keyboard or mouse, diminishing risk from
human interaction.
NAVTOR designed NavBox to slash
administration duties for navigators,
allowing for greater efficiency and
resource use, while ensuring that the latest
charts and publications are always available onboard, ensuring regulatory compliance.
NavBox also provides shore-based
teams with a full insight into chart usage,
equating to more effective cost control and
fleet management. The solution is available as PC software or as a separate hardware box that connects to a vessel ECDIS.
“As shipping becomes increasingly

digitised great benefits are unlocked in
terms of efficiencies, intelligence and decision making, but a new risk environment
also emerges. That is of particular concern
to those of us dedicated to developing
innovative e-Navigation solutions, which
rely on the collation, analysis and sharing
of data. With this in mind we have been
quick to devise the industry’s most robust,
reliable and cyber secure solution with
NavBox,” explained Mr Svanes.
“With the progress towards increased
automation and, in some case, complete
vessel autonomy the importance of eNavigation will flourish – unfortunately so
will the frequency of cyber-attacks. With
this notification from DNV GL our customers can be sure they are prepared for
whatever digital threats lie on the horizon,
allowing them to focus on charting the
optimal route forward into the future,”
concluded Mr Svanes.
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Tor Svanes, CEO, NAVTOR
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Abu Dhabi International Petroleum Exhibition & Conference
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One global industry. One city. One meeting place.
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OIL & GAS EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE
WHAT’S NEW?

WHY EXHIBIT?

Exhibitors will include innovators,
venture capitalists, tech-solution
providers and consultants, along with
exploration and production companies,
having the opportunity to form
partnerships and share new ways of
conducting operations across the entire
value chain.

By showcasing smaller innovators
alongside existing tech-giants ADIPEC is
providing a cross-business opportunity
for exhibitors to gain a full understanding
of the impact of these technology breakthroughs

With the entire supply chain, from
start-ups to established tech-giants
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also provide a dedicated “Tech Tutorial”
theatre for technology-minded executives
to understand the changing trends that
are shaping the future of the sector.

ENABLING THE DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION

Digitalisation is the key to the future
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1 the oil and gas sector and will be at
the forefront of ADIPEC 2019.
New technologies will be
showcased, while discussions
and debates will focus on the
2 implications of digitalisation for
the industry and the best ways
emerging technologies can be
utilised.
Business can experience the entire
spectrum of digitalisation, from
Big Data, to The Cloud to Machine
Learning in order to gain the best
3 insights into their potential and
evaluate what works best for them
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revenue.
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towards taking full advantage of
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Eckerö Line opts for ABB situational awareness solution
https://www.eckeroline.com/
Eckerö Line has chosen ABB’s situational
awareness solution, ABB Ability Marine
Pilot Vision for installation onboard its
cruise ferry MS Finlandia.
ABB’s technology will enable the
Finlandia to move and dock safely by providing multiple real-time visualisations of
the vessel's surroundings, generating
images of the ship’s operational environment in ways beyond the capabilities of the
human eye.
A virtual model of the ship is superimposed on real surroundings measured
using various sensor technologies. This
allows for monitoring the vessel and its
surroundings from a birds-eye view and

switching to other views instantaneously.
The solution makes it easier to predict vessel motions with respect to the actual surroundings and gives the user visibility of
previously hidden obstacles.
ABB’s Marine & Ports Digital Service
teams will also support the crew to maximise the value from the system and integrate the additional tool with their current
bridge team operations.
“Our goal is to improve environmental
performance and safety, and we worked
with ABB to achieve greater efficiency in
docking and high traffic situations. Our
customers demand high levels of safety in
all conditions and this solution enables our
crew to provide a reliable service that
doesn’t comprise their expectations,” said

MOL VLCCs to use AR
navigation systems
https://www.mol.co.jp/en/
Mitsui O.S.K. Lines (MOL) intends to
install augmented reality (AR) navigation
systems onboard 21 MOL Group operated
very large crude oil carriers (VLCCs).
The AR navigation technology jointly
developed by Furuno Electric displays
information on ships sailing on a vessel's
planned route and surrounding sea areas
as well as ocean conditions. The system
integrates information from the Automatic
Identification System (AIS) and radar with
real-time video images from the bridge
camera in collaboration with Furuno’s
Electric Chart Display and Information
System (ECDIS) FMD3300 series. The system provides visual support to crew members during their watch-keeping and ship
operations by using AR technology to
superimposing real-time video imagery
and voyage information.
The system has already been installed
on MOL's next-generation FLEXIE Series
car carrier, Beluga Ace, which was delivered in March 2018, and VLCC Suzukasan,
delivered in October 2018 for the demonstration test.
MOL has continued to refine the AR display screen and verify the system's effectiveness. In officially commercialising the

Daniel Olsén, technical manager, Eckerö operated by the Finnish shipping company
Eckerö Line and makes return voyages
Group.
“Digitalisation provides solutions for three times daily between Helsinki in
existing and newbuild ships alike,” said Finland and Tallinn in Estonia.
Jyri Jusslin, head of
global service, ABB
Marine & Ports. “This
retrofit does exactly that.
Enhancing docking safety and efficiency will
also allow Finlandia’s
crew to support their
schedule, in conditions
that can vary from
bright sunlight to dark
icy conditions throughout the year.”
ABB Ability Marine Pilot Vision will be installed onboard
The cruise ferry is
the MS Finlandia. Image courtesy of Eckerö Line

StormGeo and GNS in
voyage optimisation partnership

system under the Furuno Electric brand, it
will be installed on MOL's VLCC fleet, a
vessel type that requires the highest level of
operating safety, with the goal of achieving
an even greater margin of safety.
Due to its deep draft, VLCC operations
require special care when navigating on
the waters such as the Straits of Singapore
and Malacca, a heavily trafficked sea lane
that has limited areas. The project partners
developed the system to support crew
members, alerting them to other vessels
they need to watch, the location of shallow
waters, and so on, by displaying integrated real-time video images with information from nautical instruments on screens
on the bridge even in congested sea lanes.
The system will further enhance MOL's
marine technical skills, moving the company toward its objective of becoming "the
world leader in safe operation."
MOL will sequentially install the system in its energy transport fleet including
LNG carriers, as well as its dry bulkers to
provide seafarers with greater support in
watch-keeping and ship operation during
voyages and continue to refine and
enhance its effectiveness. In addition,
MOL expects this technology to play a
key role in realising autonomous ships in
the future.

https://www.stormgeo.com/
https://www.gnsworldwide.com/
GNS and StormGeo are combining their
weather and navigation capabilities in a
new partnership that will provide more
than 20,000 vessels with fresh insight into
voyage optimisation.
Under the agreement, GNS will extend
its Voyager Fleet Insight online service to
include important weather-related services to support shore-side operations and
decision-making. The collaboration will
also see GNS and StormGeo develop
onboard solutions to deliver ENCs direct
to ECDIS that are optimised for GNS’s
Voyager HUB and Voyager Planning
Station onboard software. The new solutions will automate the distribution and
management of ENC updating and reduce
the workload of the bridge team while
enhancing navigation compliance and
safety.
In addition, the partners will provide
tailored route optimisation services that
can be simultaneously imported, viewed
and used ashore and onboard to support
enhanced voyage operations. Both companies are confident that data sharing and
system integration is a vital step in streamlining collaboration between ship and

shore.
“We have a passion for delivering
weather insights and the best route- and
vessel optimisation solutions to the global maritime community. We see a great
potential in how we can provide
increased value for our customers. Since
we acquired Nautisk last year, now integrated in the StormGeo portfolio of solutions, we recognise that the global market
for navigation is bigger than we could
serve alone. Partnering with the leader in
navigational solutions and services that
shares our strategy and vision for innovation makes good sense and reaches a larger share of the market with our solutions,” said Per-Olof Schroeder, CEO
of StormGeo.
In StormGeo we have found a weather
partner that shares our strategic vision to
harness the power of software and analytics in keeping our customers safe,
compliant and cost-efficient. Our software is capable of working with other
weather and route optimisation solutions, but this relationship with
StormGeo will result in a more integrated
approach that will be easier for customers to use and will deliver additional
value,” explained Paul Stanley, CEO
of GNS.

Ocean-going autonomous navigation system to be developed under industry MoU
https://www.lr.org/en-gb/
Lloyd’s Register (LR) has announced a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
with ICT company ST Engineering
Electronics (STEE), and Mitsui & Co.
(Mitsui) to develop an ocean-going
autonomous navigation system for the
'World’s
Largest
Ocean-Going
Autonomous Vessel Programme', an initiative funded by the Maritime and Port
Authority of Singapore (MPA).
The partners will collaborate on the
‘Development
of
Ocean-going
Autonomous Navigation System on a
Marine Asset’, developing capabilities in

autonomous navigation systems and
exploring ways of improving efficiency
and safety using autonomous systems.
“LR’s involvement in this project builds
on the capability and experience already
gained from our partnership in other
industry-leading
and
world
first
autonomous projects,” said Andy
McKeran, LR commercial director Marine
& Offshore. “However, this project, a
world first for the deployment of
autonomous navigational technology to an
ocean-going vessel for commercial operations, pushes the boundaries of
autonomous technology and moves the
industry
towards
deployment
of

autonomous navigation systems onboard
vessels for enhanced performance and critically, safety.”
“Increasing interest in maritime autonomy and remote access/control technologies is a specific example of larger technological changes we are currently seeing in
the maritime industry. Essential to the successful and safe adoption of these technologies is that robust use cases are established, for example to improve navigational safety, supply chain efficiency or operational costs of marine assets. Autonomous
systems will also provide opportunities for
skilled seafarers to focus on what they do
best, and the safe and sustainable integra-
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tion of autonomous systems relies on the
appropriate engagement with seafaring
professionals.”
He continued, “Working with STEE,
who have already developed and proven
this capability and are now looking to
work to scale in the commercial marine
market, is what sets this project apart;
STEE provide world-class technical expertise, technology and advanced learnings
on autonomous systems in the marine
environment. We will support with expertise on assurance, certification and regulation for the application of autonomy in the
maritime environment as well as approval
of systems where appropriate.”
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Digital Ship keeps the maritime industry up to date on the latest
technology and practise for cybersecurity, digitalisaiton and
vessel optimisation. CIO’s discuss the latest maritime technology
trends at our upcoming forums in Athens, Oslo, London, Tokyo,
Copenhagen and Rotterdam.
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From paper to digital:
the evolution of e-navigation
Advanced digital technologies and increasing bandwidth capacities are facilitating the rapid exchange of data
between ship and shore, improving the safety and fuel-efficiency of maritime voyages. One area that has benefitted
from the progression of digital solutions is navigation. Digital Ship spoke with ChartCo's chief commercial officer,
Howard Stevens, about the journey from paper-based to digitally-driven maritime navigation.

A

fuel efficient, safe, and compliant voyage requires careful
route planning, avoiding
extreme weather or conditions
that may affect the total cost of that voyage. Optimising a vessel’s passage plan is
about taking a whole-systems approach
and understanding how each route will
affect the overall performance of a vessel.
For instance, a change in the planned route
to avoid a storm may save fuel and make
the voyage safer, but this could also affect
the exchange of ballast water.
In 2006, the IMO introduced e-navigation, a concept that aimed to harmonise
collection and integration and exchange of
data between ship and shore by electronic
means. The idea was to improve the safety
and security of navigation and to protect
the marine environment.
Speaking with Digital Ship about the
introduction of e-navigation into shipping,
Howard Stevens, chief commercial officer
at ChartCo, explained that integrated digital solutions typically provide real-time
feedback on how a projected change in
route will affect the total voyage. “This
enables the navigator to gauge a better
understanding of the environment they are
operating in, and a clearer insight into how
changing one aspect of their operation will
affect another.”
Furthermore, a digitally driven voyage
improves data exchange between ship and
shore. Onshore insight into how a vessel
has performed in terms of fuel consumption and crew performance compared with
its peers can help to deliver a comprehensive analysis that can be used to make
fleet-wide improvements in a navigational
and operational perspective.

Beginning the paperless
journey
Each company’s journey to digital navigation will start at a different place, largely
determined by the maturity of the company and their level of comfort in other areas
of their digitalisation process. According
to Mr Stevens, all companies will benefit
from the digital journey, from bringing
digital navigational services in at even the
most basic level, as this will provide crew
with accurate and up to date information
in a timely fashion.
A company further along its digital journey will likely invest more into integrating
its digital solutions. Tools for weather routing, understanding environmental restrictions or regulations, ship safety and alerts
will be in one place, allowing the mariner
to see the total effects of passage planning
on other areas of the vessel. “Rather than
just operating on accurate base data, you

are bringing everything together that you
need to be able to navigate from all
aspects,” Mr Stevens tells Digital Ship. This
kind of integration eliminates the need to
switch between software, providing a
holistic view of the vessel’s operation and
reducing the risk of mistakes.
The size of a fleet will also determine
where a company begins its digital journey.
“On average larger fleets will certainly
move into the digital era faster,” confirms
Mr Stevens. “There is an aspect of cybersecurity and general security that will be considered, but larger shipping companies will
likely have the capital to spend here.” In
addition, bigger companies and fleets are
likely under pressure to be the front runners in digitalising their operations. “The
larger shipping companies need to be seen
to be making that step into the digital era
by the big oil majors and by the authorities
in general, and they need to be seen to be
doing the right thing.”
Smaller and medium sized fleets do not
face quite the same pressure, and the lack
of additional capital and resources means
their transition to digital operations is not
happening at quite the same rate. Another
overlaying factor is the regional influence
that has upon a company’s transition to
digital navigation. Many people in the
industry are more comfortable in the old
paper world. Mr Stevens notes Asia in particular and refers to a recent situation
where he visited two Asian fleets operating more than 75 vessels. Both owners
admitted that they “do the absolute bare
mandated minimum for digital navigation.
Everything we can do, we do through
paper, and we will only ever move once
we have to because we don’t trust the
information or the internet onboard.”
This distrust in digital technology is not
unusual. According to Mr Stevens, companies can lose their trust in digital navigation
once they experience inaccurate chart data.
“Ten to fifteen years ago these companies
experienced some issues. One instance
included hitting something that wasn’t
shown on the chart,” he tells us. “I’ve also
seen examples of where GPS based navigation wasn’t accurate, and that’s led to some
distrust of digitalisation.”
In addition, traditional captains are
often less comfortable with new technology than the navigating officers, slowing
the transition from paper-based to e-navigation. Sharing another experience, Mr
Stevens explains, “On one particular vessel
I was visiting, the navigational officer and
second officer were showing me how they
use our software, and the captain said that
it’s great but until these guys can show me
on a paper chart and on a map where our

vessel is with wooden blocks for wind
direction, we’re not getting out of this
port.” However, Mr Stevens expects that
as new, younger seafarers come onboard
that have been brought up with digital
technologies, we will continue to see
increasingly rapid movement towards digitally driven navigation.

Evolution, not revolution
While Mr Stevens acknowledges that regulation will affect the uptake of digital technology and the Internet of Things (IoT) for
navigation and other processes, he does
not believe it will be the initial driver.
Digital technology will be used primarily
to help the shipping community understand regulation and to demonstrate
proactivity in performance optimisation.
The first thing companies need to have in
order to start making use of the IoT and be
seen to be digitalising their operations is
cheap, reliable bandwidth. “Without that
you don’t have the basic connection to
make it all work,” says Mr Stevens. Cheaper
bandwidth will increase the appetite for
digitally-driven solutions, which, in Mr
Stevens’ eyes, will ultimately lead to the
maritime IoT market opening up to the software developer world. He believes that
there are a lot of non-maritime people with
huge skills in software and data, but at the
moment, the limited availability of bandwidth on ships means that it is not an interesting area for them. “By making shipping
interesting to these software developers
and by showing them the capabilities of
internet at sea with increasing bandwidth,
the creativity of the software world will
enter shipping and all sorts of interesting
things will begin to happen.”
One example he points to is using bandwidth for predictive maintenance. Mr
Stevens explains that the more information
that can be obtained on the performance of
a type of engine running on 400-500 vessels, the earlier a potential problem will be
identified and prevented. “The problem at
the moment is that there is a lot of data on
vessel performance that sits with multiple
parties across fleets. This lack of coordination means the data is not always being
used effectively.
Mr Stevens believes increased bandwidth capability will draw in smart people
from outside the shipping industry and
increase the access to data through multiple parties. “The people with the intelligence for analysing data and turning it into
something meaningful will do so when
they have access to it and when they
realise the impact their analysis will have
on decision-making.”
Furthermore, bringing non-maritime
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Howard Stevens,
chief commercial officer, ChartCo

software developers into the maritime
world will enhance consolidation and data
sharing. He refers to this as “evolution, not
revolution.”

Towards autonomous
shipping
e-navigation and ship to shore connectivity
are expected to form the base for
autonomous and unmanned shipping. Parts
of shipping are already automated and
while Mr Stevens confirms that there is no
doubt that fully autonomous shipping is
coming, he believes that it will be “a long,
long time before we see substantial amounts
of it. Perhaps 15-20 years or more.” He
attributes this to the fact that there is a lack
of investment in innovation and shipping
companies are not yet fully engaging, further slowing down the process.
According to Mr Stevens, the journey to
autonomous shipping will start by “taking
chunks of decision making from the vessel
and putting it on the shore.” He has
already seen customers asking for capabilities on the vessel to be brought to shore,
which indicates a move towards onboard
autonomy. “ChartCo customers are starting to ask if we can do the passage planning on shore and push the passage planning to the vessel and into the ECDIS for
the master to sign off, so there is no need
for a navigator,” he tells us.
Autonomous shipping does not necessarily aim to make all the crew redundant,
but it is likely that one or two people will
be taken off the ship to cut costs in the
medium term. “If you have 100 vessels and
each one of those has an officer where a
large proportion of his work is navigating,
without doubt you could start to think
about how you could remove a crew member from the bridge, although you will
begin adding some additional staff into the
office as the planning work will still need
to completed,” Mr Stevens says.
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Fewer people onboard will also require
each individual to have a wider skillset. “I
think we will find that although automation
will start to remove certain jobs, it’s going to
mean that the people onboard are going to
have to have a wider view in case of emergency situations. Crew are probably going
to have fewer roles but will need a broader
perspective and a wider set of responsibilities,” Mr Stevens says. He is certain that
while we will continue to see growth in the
global shipping market, the number of people on individual ships will reduce.
This is also expected to result in additional pressure on operators to ensure their
crews have comprehensive training.
Digital technologies can help to reduce
human error and improve performance,
but they will only bring value if those
using the technology know how to fully
utilise them.
Furthermore, fewer seafarers onboard
will mean fewer people to socialise with
and so bandwidth for personal connectivity will be increasingly important. “From a
crew welfare point of view, this is essential,” confirms Mr Stevens.
While there is a realism that onboard
internet won’t have the same bandwidth as
seen onshore for a long time yet, if ever,
seafarers are starting to expect some of the
basic services that are taken for granted on
land to be available. “Global bandwidth
prices have to come down and availability
has to come up for safe, green, and cost-

efficient shipping, with a strong focus
on crew welfare, to come to fruition,” says
Mr Stevens.

Mitigating the cyber risk
In an environment of open and integrated
data exchange, cyber-risk management is
critical. Maritime systems are particularly
attractive to cyber-hackers and require
advanced protection as even the large
shipping giants have proven vulnerable to
attack. “In the last 18 to 24 months, cybersecurity has really come to the fore in a
material way,” explains Mr Stevens.
Training will be imperative to avoid and
mitigate the effects of an attack. However,
Mr Stevens says that one thing we should
take comfort from is the fact that “the modern world still functions safely with 24/7
connectivity. There are ways of making
yourself cybersecure and the world won’t
go into meltdown when shipping gets the
bandwidth that it needs to drive the more
advanced digital services, but you do have
to be very careful and invest in the security systems. If you leave yourself exposed,
you are going to get yourself into trouble,”
he warns.
Unsurprisingly, Mr Stevens says he sees
the large companies with dedicated IT
departments covering the most ground in
cybersecurity measures. He confirms that
ChartCo has spent a lot of time ensuring
the cybersecurity of its services by working
alongside the company’s providers. “We

ChartCo’s OneOcean platform integrates existing compliance monitoring and
management tools. Image courtesy of ChartCo
have third party companies that come in
and do ethical hacking into our systems
and solutions and give us recommendations on how to improve. On the vessel
side, we are constantly looking for ways to
keep our customers safe.”

Looking forward
Significant growth in bandwidth capacity
is fuelling e-navigation by improving the
exchange of data and communication

NAPA partners with ChartWorld on AI-driven voyage optimisation
https://www.napa.fi/
https://www.chartworld.com/web/
NAPA and ChartWorld have announced a
partnership to provide artificial intelligence (AI) driven voyage planning and
optimisation.
The solution developed by both companies includes modules for evaluating the
operational efficiency of past voyages, and
then using this data to optimise the efficiency of future transits where there are
similar variables and trends. Past voyages
are automatically evaluated via datasets
collected from ChartWorld’s route network to find improved routes the vessel

could have taken. These voyages are also
automatically analysed by NAPA’s algorithms for operational efficiency, taking
into account wave conditions, weather,
and other factors that affect the voyage.
“In today’s era of constant regulatory
change and cost volatility, vessel efficiency
and safety are more important than ever.
Through the integration of ChartWorld’s
industry-leading voyage planning with
NAPA Fleet Intelligence, shipping’s most
powerful software for optimised vessel
operation, we have created a solution that
reliably gives owners and operators the
information they need to make the most
cost effective and time efficient choices for

ChartWorld’s Oliver Schwarz and NAPA’s Risto Kariranta

their fleets,” explained Oliver Schwarz,
ChartWorld’s business development director.
“With the adoption of ECDIS, voyage
planning has become increasingly complex. Best-practice risk management
requires ‘four eyes’ on voyage planning,
with the master verifying the second
mate’s plans. Onshore personnel can use
the MyRouteAppraisal (MyRA) solution to
pre-check onboard navigation planning for
additional certainty, as well as comparing
different route alternatives for the same
voyage,” Mr Schwarz continued.
Risto Kariranta, director of services,
Shipping Solutions at NAPA, added, “As a
former mariner I know all too well how
laborious voyage planning can be even on
a clear day with calm seas. Our partnership with ChartWorld provides a solution
I could only dream of having available
when I was on the bridge. Additionally, by
using our AI-based algorithms operators
are able to reduce the cost of each voyage,
execute it more safely and with far less
work for the crew onboard.”
Under this partnership, ChartWorld has
signed a re-seller agreement with NAPA
allowing for a range of NAPA services to
be provided as an integral part of
ChartWorld’s MyRouteAppraisal (MyRA)
platform. MyRA, combined with NAPA’s
vessel performance enhancements provides charterers, ship operators, and
onboard personnel with a range of
advanced tools related to voyage planning.
Charterers, for example, will be able to
evaluate the cost of voyages for different
destinations with different schedules. They
also can share these plans in real-time with
ship operators and onboard crew.
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between ship and shore, to deliver better
fuel efficiency, safety, environmental
impact, and crew welfare. As the cost of
internet at sea falls and connectivity
increases, new players will enter the maritime market and opportunities for
improving safety and efficiency further
will arise. This competition will ultimately
see the evolution of shipping into digitally
based operations, of which navigation sits
right at the centre.
DS

Furuno and ChartWorld
optimise voyage planning
with new partnership
https://www.furuno.com/en/
https://www.chartworld.com/web/
Furuno and ChartWorld have entered a
cooperation agreement to promote
ChartWorld’s information-overlay service
to Furuno ECDIS operators and owners.
ChartWorld Information Overlay,
known as CIO+, is a data overlay shown in
ECDIS as a user chart, loaded on top of the
Electronic Nautical Chart. CIO+ is a tool to
help the team on the bridge with voyage
planning and execution, automating the
process of applying additional data in
ECDIS by means of user-chart objects.
Furuno will support ChartWorld’s promotion of CIO+ on its ECDIS, automatically adding the following data:
CIO+ includes Temporary and
Preliminary Notices to Mariners (T&P
NtM) published by the UKHO and other
local Hydrographic Offices.
CIO+
includes
NAVAREA
Navigational Warnings. All active
NAVAREA warnings along a planned
route will be supplied and updated weekly in a CIO+ user-chart overlay.
Oliver Schwarz, ChartWorld’s business
development director, commented: “CIO+
is a great step forward to better and safer
voyage planning. It makes a huge difference to crew efficiency and accuracy and
can provide onshore teams with increased
navigational oversight. Furuno’s support
of the CIO+ service shows the strength of
the software. It makes the information on
their ECDIS better and gives the user a
competitive edge.”
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